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Zusammenfassung
Satellitenbeobachtungen liefern hochauflösende Informationen über den Zustand der Atmosphäre. Bisher wurden hauptsächlich thermische Infrarotkanäle für die Evaluierung und
Assimilation von Modellwolken verwendet. Jedoch besteht ein wachsendes Interesse an der
Nutzung von Kanälen im solaren Teil des Spektrums, welche zusätzliche und ergänzende Informationen enthalten. Im Vergleich zu Infrarotkanälen können sichtbare Kanäle genauere
Informationen über die Flüssig- und Eiswasserpfade der Wolken liefern und sind empfindlicher gegenüber der Wolkenmikrophysik. Des Weiteren korreliert die solare Reflektanz am
oberen Rand der Atmosphäre stark mit der Globalstrahlung am Boden. Die Assimilation
solarer Reflektanzen hat daher das Potenzial, wolkenbezogene Vorhersagen zu verbessern.
In Anbetracht des steigenden Anteils der wetterabhängigen erneuerbaren Energieerzeugung
werden genauere Solarstrom- und daher Wolkenvorhersagen immer wichtiger.
In dieser Arbeit werden zwei neue Möglichkeiten der Nutzung von Satellitenbeobachtungen erörtert. Zum einen werden zwei komplementäre Satellitenkanäle verwendet, um die
Darstellung von Modellwolken besser zu verstehen. Beobachtete und synthetische sichtbare
und infrarote Satellitenbilder können systematische Fehler in Modellwolken aufdecken. Um
die Vorteile der Verwendung von sichtbaren und infraroten Satellitenkanälen zu demonstrieren, werden sie sowohl einzeln als auch gemeinsam evaluiert. Hier berechnen zwei
Vorwärtsoperatoren die synthetischen solaren Reflektanzen (VISOP) und die Strahlungstemperatur im Infraroten (RTTOV), um die Wolkenverteilung des Modells aus der Sicht
eines Satelliten zu bewerten. Die Kombination der Strahlungstemperatur und der solaren
Reflektanzen erleichtert die Zuordnung einzelner Abweichungen zu spezifischen Modellmängeln. Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass die Modellannahme von Wasserwolken, welche vom
Modell nicht aufgelöst werden können, die Hauptfehlerquelle in den sichtbaren Satellitenbildern ist. Satellitenbeobachtungen sind daher gut geeignet, um die Einstellungen für
Modellwolken unterhalb der Modellauflösung zu optimieren.
Des Weiteren wird in dieser Arbeit ein sichtbarer Satellitenkanal zur Berechnung der
Analyse genutzt, um die Wolkenverteilung und -dicke initial zu verbessern. Die Analyse
entspricht der besten Schätzung des atmosphärischen Zustands und dient als Ausgangspunkt
für die numerische Wettervorhersage. Das Potenzial wird für eine mehrwöchige Sommerperiode in Mitteleuropa aufgezeigt. Durch die Assimilation eines sichtbaren Satellitenkanals wird sowohl die solare Reflektanz selbst, als auch die Globalstrahlung am Boden für bis zu 24 Stunden erheblich besser vorhergesagt. Schließlich zeigt die Evaluation
der Niederschlagsvorhersage, dass die Genauigkeit der räumlichen Niederschlagsverteilung
über mehrere Vorhersagestunden erhöht wird. Dies deutet darauf hin, dass die Assimilation sichtbarer Satellitenbeobachtungen die Konsistenz zwischen der Analyse und der
(Thermo-) Dynamik des Modells verbessert.
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Abstract
Satellite observations provide high-resolution information on the state of the atmosphere.
This thesis examines two novel approaches for using satellite observations in numerical
weather prediction. The primary observations used are provided by the SEVIRI instrument on EUMETSAT’s geostationary MSG satellite. Forward operators are applied to the
model output of Deutscher Wetterdienst’s regional numerical weather forecasting system
to generate synthetic visible and infrared satellite images. The first approach combines
two complementary satellite channels providing a wealth of information to better understand the model representation of clouds. The second approach assimilates visible satellite
observations for the improvement of model initial conditions and subsequent forecasts.
So far, mainly thermal infrared channels have been utilised for model cloud evaluation
and assimilation. However, visible channels can provide better information on clouds’
liquid and ice water paths and are more sensitive to cloud microphysics than infrared
channels. Thus, their assimilation has the potential to improve cloud-related forecasts.
Moreover, solar reflectance at the top of the atmosphere (TOA) strongly correlates with
solar irradiance at the surface. Given the rising share of renewable energy production,
accurate solar power forecasts are increasingly important in terms of network safety and
socio-economic value. However, solar power forecasts can only be as accurate as the model
representation of clouds in the forecast.
Multiple parameterisations influence model clouds with many, often not well-constrained
parameters. Observed and synthetic visible and infrared images can detect systematic errors in model clouds. To demonstrate the benefits of using both visible and infrared satellite
channels, they are assessed individually as well as mutually. Here, two forward operators
compute synthetic solar reflectance (VISOP) and infrared brightness temperature (RTTOV) to evaluate the model’s cloud distribution from a satellite’s point of view.
The combination of infrared brightness temperature and solar reflectance facilitates
the attribution of individual deviations to specific model shortcomings. Furthermore, the
sensitivity of model-derived visible and infrared observation equivalents to modified model
and visible forward operator settings was investigated to identify dominant error sources.
Estimates for the uncertainty of the visible forward operator turned out to be sufficiently
low so that it can be used to assess the impact of model modifications. Results from various
changes in the model settings reveal that model assumption on subgrid-scale water clouds is
the primary error source in visible satellite images. Visible observations are, therefore, wellsuited to constrain cloud settings below model resolution. In contrast, infrared channels
are much less sensitive to subgrid clouds. However, they can provide crucial information
on errors in the cloud top height.
Moreover, this thesis demonstrates for the first time the potential of assimilating vis-

x
ible satellite observations based on assimilation experiments for a summer period of four
weeks in Central Europe. In this approach, two simulations are compared: a) Quasioperational simulation with a data assimilation setup utilising conventional observations
only and b) a setup including visible satellite observations. The comparison of 24-h forecasts demonstrates a substantial improvement in the spatio-temporal distribution of the
solar reflectance at the top of the atmosphere and the global horizontal irradiance at the
surface. A sizeable positive impact was found mainly during the first few hours of model
integration, but both day-ahead and intra-day forecasts of solar power generation could
benefit. Moreover, each forecast update can reduce solar power forecast errors substantially,
different to the operational setup as errors in both quantities highly correlate and the analysis’s horizontal cloud distribution and cloud thickness are considerably improved through
the assimilation of visible satellite images. Evaluating the analyses and the short-term
forecasts (+1 h) using conventional observations reveals a quasi-neutral impact. Finally,
evaluating 24-h precipitation forecast demonstrates that the spatio-temporal accuracy is
enhanced for several hours of model integration. This implies that assimilating visible
satellite observation improves consistency between the analysis and the model (thermo-)
dynamics.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
An essential requirement for photovoltaic (PV) feed-in forecasts is an accurate forecast of
clouds and thus radiation forecast in numerical weather prediction (NWP) models. The
output power of a PV power plant is mainly determined by solar irradiance, which in turn
is primarily affected by cloud cover (Zack, 2011). However, convective-scale NWP, meaning
km-resolution, possess uncertainties in forecasts of clouds due to their complex nature. To
reduce forecast errors and achieve the objective of better predicting solar power generation,
improvements in the model representation of clouds in NWP models are essential. Including more accurate physical parameterisations, tuning existing parameterisations related to
clouds, and representing (small-scale) cloud distribution in the analysis can improve cloud
forecasts. The conventional observation system alone is insufficient for these applications.
This thesis was carried out in the integrated project MetPVNet to develop innovative
satellite-based methods for improved PV power prediction on different time scales at the
distribution network level (Meilinger, 2017).

1.1

Solar power and cloud forecast using
NWP models

As the share of renewable energy in the
Jährlicher Anteil der Solarenergie an der Stromerzeugung in Deutschland
world’s total electricity supply rises, there is
14
an increased need to improve cloud and ra12
diation forecasts using NWP models. Solar
10
PV power production is one of the fastest8
growing forms of renewable energy, with an
6
increase of 22 % globally (IEA, 2020). In
Germany, the share of solar energy in elec4
tricity generation exceeded 10 % in 2020 for
2
the first time (Fig. 1.1). The German govern0
2002
2010
2021
ment plans to increase the share of renewable
Jahr
Datenquelle: 50 Hertz, Amprion, Tennet, TransnetBW, Destatis, EEX;
energies in gross electricity consumption from
almost 46 % in 2020 to 65 % until 2030 (BReg, Figure 1.1: Development in the share of
2021, BMWi, 2021) and to at least 80 % until photovoltaic energy generation in Germany
over the last decades (Burger, 2021a).
2050 (Meilinger, 2017).
Anteil Solarenergie (%)

12,412,4
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4,94,9
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2,22,2

1,31,3

0,20,2
0,00,0 0,10,1 0,10,1
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7,27,2
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The four German transmission system
operators TenneT, 50Hertz, Ampirion and
40
TransBW, only need to provide forecasts
of their domain-averaged PV power gen30
eration to balance the expected power
generation with consumption (SchrödterHomscheidt et al., 2015). According to
20
Wirth and Schneider (2015), the domainaveraged PV power generation forecasts for
10
these four domains is relatively predictable
on average, thanks to reliable weather fore0
casts and post-processing (Fig. 1.2). More0
10
20
30
over, the 40
large-scale weather conditions are
Leistung (post) / GW
relatively predictable using NWP, and reDatenquelle: 50 Hertz, Amprion, Tennet, TransnetBW;
gional changes in cloud cover cannot lead
Figure 1.2: Domain-averaged and
to severe Germany-wide PV electricity propost-processed solar power generation
duction fluctuations. From 1 October 2021,
prediction vs observation in Germany for July
power generation forecasts for the 874 dis2019 (Burger, 2021b).
tribution system operators (Statista, 2021)
are also required to manage PV power plants with powers of 100 kW and below (e.g. Sieling and Müllers, 2021). Hence, a more accurate prediction of renewable power generation
based on NWP models is crucial to efficiently using alternative power sources, maintaining
network safety, reducing balancing costs, and increasing socio-economic benefits (Tuohy
et al., 2015, Lenzi et al., 2013).

Leistungsprognose (ante) / GW

Solar Prognose vs. Hochrechnungs-Istwert
in Deutschland im Juli 2019

According to Köhler et al. (2017), the main shortcomings in solar power generation
prediction using NWP are related to forecasting the dissipation of low stratus and fog, the
spatial and temporal resolution of convection and shallow cumulus below model resolution
and Saharan dust outbreaks. Kurzrock et al. (2018) also demonstrated that the representation of low stratus in the model dominates the uncertainty of PV power production.
Radiation errors are particularly problematic if present in a day-ahead forecast and persisting after an intra-day update (Siefert et al., 2017). Lorenz et al. (2009) evaluated one
year of radiation forecasts using the IFS model of ECMWF (European Centre for MediumRange Weather Forecasts ) and found a relative RMSE of nearly 40 % in Germany. More
general, most NWP models overestimate radiation (e.g. ECMWF, NDFD, WRF in Remund et al. (2008)) in many regions on the globe. Such radiation biases are mainly due to
biases in cloud forecasts (Lorenz et al., 2009). However, cloud formation and development
often depend on small-scale atmospheric processes, which are unresolved in NWP models
and need to be parameterised. Furthermore, clouds are used to tune the radiation flux at
the top of the atmosphere (TOA) (e.g. Schäfer et al., 2021). Finally, most regional NWP
models do not use cloud-related observations to compute the analysis because we lacked
adequate observations and challenges related to data assimilation. Hence, the first three
to six hours of most NWP models are not particularly useful for solar forecasting; as a
result, nowcasting and sky imaging methods have been used with some success (Tuohy
et al., 2015).
All in all, there are vast potentials in improving solar power forecast using NWP models

1.2 Model clouds evaluation using satellite observations
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and by incorporating satellite observations: a more reliable model representation of clouds
and their time variability, assimilating cloud-related satellite observations and a higher
update frequency of forecast initialisation (Mathiesen et al., 2013, Tuohy et al., 2015,
Meilinger, 2017, Kurzrock et al., 2018). Similar considerations apply to precipitation and
weather forecast generally. Exploiting satellite observations for weather forecasts is not
straightforward, and we can only assimilate what we can simulate (Weissmann et al., 2014,
Gustafsson et al., 2018).

1.2

Model clouds evaluation using satellite
observations

Many authors (e.g. Seifert, 2011, Illingworth et al., 2007) suggested utilising new observations for cloud evaluation to constrain uncertain model assumptions. Cloud-related
observations may diagnose systematic errors in model clouds and reveal which model processes or parameterisations need improvements. Satellite images obtained by instruments
on geostationary or polar-orbiting satellites are well-suited for this purpose, as they contain
high-resolution information on the location and properties of clouds. These instruments’
solar and thermal channels provide complementary information on clouds properties. However, this information can often be ambiguous using only a single channel for evaluation,
depending on the atmosphere’s thermodynamic state, aerosols, and trace gases.
Prior model evaluation studies primarily focused on retrieved quantities like derived cloud
fraction, cloud optical depth, and cloud top height by using retrieval algorithms (e.g. Zhang
et al., 2005, Otkin and Greenwald, 2008, Senf et al., 2020). The combination of information derived from visible and infrared satellite observations is used in the ISCCP-approach
(International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project; see, e.g. Rossow and Schiffer (1991)).
The ISCCP-approach constructs cloud type histograms of retrieved cloud optical thickness
and cloud top pressure to detect shortcomings related to model clouds (e.g. Tselioudis and
Jakob, 2002, Otkin and Greenwald, 2008, Franklin et al., 2013). These studies revealed
that systematic cloud biases are present in most models and that the representation of
clouds depends on almost every model parameterisation (Webb et al., 2001).
Quantities retrieved from satellite observations like cloud
optical depth are relatively easy to interpret. Yet, retrievals
have the drawback that (a) characterising errors is often problematic (Errico et al., 2007), and (b) retrieved quantities can
be ambiguous (Fig. 1.3). A reasonable characterisation of errors is crucial not only for model evaluation but also for data
assimilation. Moreover, a realistic model representation of
clouds is vital to assimilate them successfully. In this thesis and generally in data assimilation, the ”direct approach” Figure 1.3: Ambiguity in
employing forward operators is preferred because the data as- retrievals. The figure is
similation algorithm assumes uncorrelated errors. However, taken from Köpke and
retrievals often incorporate model information leading to un- Sachweh (2012).
desirable error correlations between the model and the retrieved information used for evaluation. Furthermore, only if the evaluation method’s
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wurde mit IP-Adresse 129.187.254.047 aus dem Netz der UB München am Juli 28, 2021 um 09:00:16 (UTC) heruntergeladen.

Invertierung

Das prinzipielle Problem der Invertierung lässt sich gut mit dem
des Fährtensuchers vergleichen: Wenn ein Tier mit all seinen Eigenschaften bekannt ist, können seine Fußabdrücke vorhergesagt werden. Aber umgekehrt ist es nur bedingt möglich, aus den Fußabdrücken auf die genauen Eigenschaften des Tiers zu schließen (Abb. 1.4).
Aus der Tiefe des Eindrucks kann vielleicht auf sein Gewicht geschlossen werden. Und wenn nur eine Spezies in der Umgebung vorkommt, die die vorliegende Spur verursachen kann, ist es klar, dass
die Spur auch von solch einem Tier stammen muss. Wenn aber verschiedene Tiere ähnliche Spuren hinterlassen können wird die Invertierung, nämlich der Rückschluss auf das verursachende Tier, unsicher. Und selbst bei Kenntnis der Tierart kann eine detailliertere
Angabe, wie z. B. seine Farbe, nicht gemacht werden, solange nur die
Spur und keine Zusatzinformation, wie eine verlorene Feder, vorhanden ist.
In der Satellitenmeteorologie ist die Problematik der Invertierung,
nämlich zu klären was die gesuchte Ursache für das gemessene Signal ist, eher noch größer als bei dem Tierspur-Beispiel. Häufig sind
sehr viele Parameter von Boden und Atmosphäre am Strahlungsübertragungsprozess beteiligt, und verschiedene Kombinationen dieser
Parameter können am Satelliten nahezu gleiche Signale erzeugen.
Das liegt insbesondere daran, dass der Sensor von dem ganzen in den
Weltraum gelangenden Strahlungsfeld immer nur einen sehr kleinen
Ausschnitt erfasst, eben die Strahlung in Richtung zum Satelliten,
und diese nur bei den tatsächlich gemessenen Wellenlängen. Weiter
ist zu beachten, dass jede Messung mit einer gewissen Messunsicherheit behaftet ist, was die Qualität der Invertierung prinzipiell be-

Abb. 1.4

Zur Unsicherheit der
möglichen Ursache
eines zu interpretierenden Signals (nach einer
Idee von Bohren und
Huffman, 1983).
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1. Introduction

errors are sufficiently small, reliable conclusions can be drawn about model errors.
Evaluating model cloud representation using a combination of visible and infrared satellite
images directly has not been demonstrated before with operationally applicable forward
operators. Given the advantages of error characterisation, the forward operator approach is
used in this thesis to compare observed and synthetic images. The evaluation relies on the
fast methods available in the radiative transfer package RTTOV (Saunders et al., 2018)
to generate synthetic infrared images. RTTOV is operationally used by many weather
centres (e.g. ECMWF) and several authors have examined related uncertainties of these
methods (e.g. Senf and Deneke, 2017, Saunders et al., 2017, 2018). The visible forward
operator applied to the model state computes synthetic visible satellite images. VISOP
has been developed, improved and the computational efficiency was greatly accelerated at
LMU and DWD over the last few years (Frèrebeau, 2014, Weissmann et al., 2014, Kostka
et al., 2014, Scheck et al., 2016, 2018). VISOP is based on the Method for FAst Satellite
Image Simulation (MFASIS) 1D radiative transfer (RT) (Scheck et al., 2016), including an
extension to account for the most critical 3D RT effects (Scheck et al., 2018). This 3D
visible forward operator shows less systematic deviations than the 1D version compared to
Monte Carlo calculations, particularly for large solar zenith angles.
As the direct approach of combining two satellite channels is novel, the sensitivity
of solar reflectances and infrared brightness temperatures to variations in cloud-related
parameterisations needs to be examined. Thus, are the forward operators accurate enough
to detect model changes within their physical plausibility. For RTTOV, it is relatively clear,
but as VISOP is new, its range of uncertainty must be estimated, as cloud evaluation only
works if the operator is accurate enough.

1.3

Advances in assimilating all-sky satellite
observations

Incorporating additional satellite observations in data assimilation to compute the analysis
has improved the forecast skill in numerical weather prediction models in the past (Bauer
et al., 2015). Still, there is an untapped potential in utilising cloud-affected satellite observations to date (Bauer et al., 2011a,b) that should be exploited as clouds are often
associated with meteorologically sensitive areas (atmospheric instability, McNally (2002)).
Only a tiny fraction of available satellite observations are assimilated in global models and
mainly microwave observations.
Microwave radiance observations are observed from polar-orbiting satellites. While
in global models, their assimilation led to substantial forecast improvements in cloudrelated and dynamical quantities and precipitation (Bauer et al., 2010, Geer et al., 2010,
2017, 2018), polar-orbiting satellite observations are inadequate for regional NWP systems
because the temporal resolution is insufficient.
Recent studies demonstrated the additional benefit of assimilating cloud-affected infrared radiances in forecasting tropical cyclones and convection (e.g. Zhang et al., 2016,
2018, 2019, Honda et al., 2018, Otkin et al., 2017). Hence, it is an active field of research
towards all-sky data assimilation in the thermal spectral range. Solar channels were not
used in the past because no fast and accurate visible forward operator was available for

1.4 Goals and outline
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operational purposes. Multiple scattering dominates in the solar spectral range, making
radiative transfer computations with standard methods complex and slow.
No cloud-affected satellite observations are used in operational convective-scale numerical weather prediction that represents deep convection explicitly. The reasons are
systematic deviations in model cloud representation and challenges related to data assimilation algorithms (Weissmann et al., 2014, Gustafsson et al., 2018). Challenges are often a
non-Gaussian error distribution in the presence of clouds (Geer et al., 2010), errors in the
used forward operators (Scheck et al., 2018), correlated observation errors, (Janjić et al.,
2018) and the ambiguity of the measured radiances.
Nevertheless, there is a rising need and a vast potential in exploiting cloud-related
satellite observations for convective-scale numerical weather prediction. On the convective scale, diabatic processes are more relevant (Pagé et al., 2007), release latent heat and
interact with the large-scale flow. Furthermore, in the presence of clouds, shadows can
reduce thermodynamic instability locally by cooling the earth’s surface (Jakub and Mayer,
2015), influencing subsequent convection. The conventional observation system alone is
insufficient for representing (small-scale) cloud distribution in the analysis. This is where
satellite observations come into play because characterised by a high spatial and temporal
resolution. Schröttle et al. (2020) showed an overall forecast improvement in an idealised
setup by assimilating infrared and visible radiances. In a quasi-operational setup, Scheck
et al. (2020) recently demonstrated in a case study a beneficial impact of solar reflectance
assimilation on forecasting cloud cover and precipitation for at least up to three hours.
However, we still lack sufficient statistics for a more extended period with various atmospheric conditions and longer forecast horizons to make a robust statement about the
potentials for convective-scale numerical weather prediction.

1.4

Goals and outline

This dissertation consists of two parts: First, understanding the model representation of
clouds. In semi-free simulations which are only driven by boundary conditions, clouds can
freely develop and are evaluated using visible and infrared satellite observations. Additionally, the recently developed visible forward operator’s uncertainty is estimated. The
second part demonstrates the vast potential in assimilating solar reflectance for a multiweek period, focusing on cloud-related forecasts.
Following key research questions are addressed:
I Does the direct approach, using forward operators, help to understand the model
representation of clouds and constrain uncertain model parameters?
II Is it possible to reveal additional shortcomings in the model representation of clouds
using two complementary satellite observations?
III Does the atmospheric state in the analysis improve by assimilating visible satellite
observations?
IV Overall, can we advance convective-scale weather forecasts, particularly solar power
prediction?
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Structure of this thesis
Chapter 2 summarises the basic principles of convective-scale data assimilation, radiative
transfer, and clouds. Furthermore, the corresponding model representations in the used
model setup are described. Chapter 3 provides an overview of the experimental setup,
including the used data sets and the satellite observations’ sensitivities in the presence
of clouds. An overview of the applied metrics for the evaluation completes this chapter.
Chapter 4 introduce satellite observations and their characteristics for two selected days.
This is followed by a discussion of the cloud statistics for a full test period and associated
systematic deviations. The sensitivity of synthetic visible and infrared satellite images to
model and visible operator settings is assessed. For visible reflectances, the forward operator uncertainty and model sensitivity are estimated and compared. Chapter 5 comprises
the impact of solar reflectance assimilation in the analysis, short-term and 24-h forecasts.
Assessment of error dependency in solar reflectance at TOA and global horizontal irradiance at the surface is performed. The expected gain in updating solar power forecasts
utilising NWP is estimated, and sensitivity experiments complete this chapter. Chapter 6
provides a summary and conclusions.

Chapter 2
Basic principles
2.1

Data assimilation and its implementation in
convective-scale NWP systems

The initialisation of numerical weather prediction requires an accurate starting point (analysis).
This is achieved by an optimal combination of the
last available forecast and observations in the process of data assimilation. This section explains
the basic principle of combining a huge data set
to achieve the best estimate of the atmospheric
state.

3
Probability

For a scalar, the analysis µa is computed using four parameters (Talagrand, 1997): the expected value and its standard deviation from a
first guess (µfg , σf g ) and from observations (µobs ,
σobs ). The information from a first guess and an
observation are uncertain within a certain probability of a range of values (Fig. 2.1). We can
exploit the probability from an ensemble of shortterm forecasts at a certain location and time for
the first guess. For the observation, we need an
estimate of the observation error.

obs=0.50 | obs=0.20
fg=0.60 | fg=0.15
a=0.56 | a=0.12

2
1
0
0.0

0.2

0.4
0.6
0.8
solar reflectance [ ]

1.0

Figure 2.1: Probability density
functions of the observed and the
simulated (first guess and analysis) solar
reflectance.

Cost function for a scalar
The analysis µa can be computed by minimising a quadratic cost function J(µa ). For a
scalar (as in Fig. 2.1), it reads:
1 (µa − µf g )2 (µa − µobs )2
1
J(µa ) = [Jb + Jo ] = [
+
]
2
2
2
σf2g
σobs

(2.1)
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Minimizing this cost function (J 0 (µa )=0; first derivative) leads to the following analysis:
2
σf2g
σf2g
σobs
µa = 2
µobs + 2
µf g = µf g + 2
(µobs − µf g )
σobs + σf2g
σobs + σf2g
σobs + σf2g

(2.2)

µa = µf g + k(µobs − µf g ).
k is the Kalman Gain or the optimal weight. In case of an unbiased first-guess and observations, first-guess and observation errors with a Gaussian distribution and no correlation
between first-guess and observations errors, this combination exhibits the smallest possible
squared analysis error in a statistical sense:
σa2 = (1 − k)σf2g =

2
σf2g σobs
.
2
+ σf2g
σobs

(2.3)

Cost function in three dimensions
As the atmosphere is three dimensional, a 3D cost function
J(x) = (x − xb )T B−1 (x − xb ) + (H(x) − y)T R−1 (H(x) − y)
|
{z
} |
{z
}
Jb

(2.4)

Jo

needs to be minimised. The background xb contains meteorological variables (e.g. temperature or cloud water content), and y contains all available observations. The dimensions of
xb and y differ with [xb ]≈ 108 and [y]≈ 105 in the regional ICON-D2 model of Deutscher
Wetterdienst. Usually, we can not directly observe the model variables we want to analyse
at each model grid point. Often, observations and model grid-points differ in location.
Moreover, observations can represent quantities that depend on integrals over parts of the
model space containing many grid points. Here, forward operators H come into play, transforming from model to observation space. This can be a simple interpolation or a more
sophisticated calculation (e.g. solving radiative transfer).
The observation error covariance matrix is defined as


E(21 ) E(1 2 )
. . . E(1 i )


..
R = E(obs Tobs ) =  ...
.
.
E(i 1 )
E(2i )
The elements on the diagonal are the observation errors (variances), and the off-diagonal
(covariances) elements are usually neglected in operational data assimilation systems.
The background error covariance matrix is analogously computed


E(21 ) E(1 2 )
. . . E(1 i )


..
B = E(b Tb ) =  ...

.
E(i 1 )

E(2i )

and should ensure a physically consistent analysis update. However, in standard methods
(like 3D Var), this matrix is often static (e.g. from a climatology), which is a crude
assumption because error covariances depend on the atmospheric conditions. Furthermore,
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this matrix is one of the most significant challenges in data assimilation. An efficient
approach for minimising the 3D cost function (Eq. 2.4) is the steepest descent method by
computing the gradient ∇J(x). The analysis is given by
xa = xb + K(y − H(xb )).

(2.5)

Here, the non-linear observation operator H can be applied but in K = BHT (HBHT +
R)−1 , we need a linearised version of the observation operator H. Usually, K can not
numerically be computed with state of the art supercomputers because B is extremely large
[B]=108 ×108 and the inverse of the matrix (HBHT + R)−1 is extremely CPU-intensive.

2.1.1

LETKF

A very efficient approach to find the minimum of the cost function is the very efficient
Local Ensemble Transform Kalman Filter (LETKF) after Hunt et al. (2007) and employed
in this thesis. The idea of an LETKF is to estimate the analysis locally, i.e. for each model
grid point independently, and ”Transform” means an efficient computational calculation of
the analysis in the low dimensional ensemble space. In other words, the ensemble analysis
is a linear combination of the background ensemble with dimension N (ensemble size):
xa = xb + Xb w with the weight w and the background ensemble perturbations
Xb = (xb(i) - xb ), as will be shown next.
In an LETKF, the flow-dependent background error covariance matrix is computed for
each model grid point individually:
B ≈ Pb = (N − 1)−1 Xb (Xb )T

(2.6)

Xb represents the deviation of each ensemble member i from the ensemble mean, and N is
the total number of ensemble members. Here, Pb is in the low dimensional ensemble space
with dimension N×N.
The first guess can be transformed to observation space via H (forward operator can
be linear or non-linear):
yb(i) = H(xb(i) ),
(2.7)
and the ensemble mean in observation space
yb

=

H(xb )

=N

−1

N
X

H(xb(i) ).

i

The background cost junction Jb can be expressed using the weight vectors w:
1
Xb (Xb )T )−1 (x − xb )
N −1
1
Jb = (Xb w)T (
Xb (Xb )T )−1 (Xb w)
N −1
Jb = (N − 1)wT (Xb )T ((Xb )T )−1 (Xb )−1 Xb w
Jb = (x − xb )T (

Jb = (N − 1)wT w

(2.8)
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The 3D cost function (Eq. 2.4) can now be transformed to the low dimensional ensemble
space. The LETKF cost function after Hunt et al. (2007) for a vector w and dimension N
reads
J(w) = (N − 1)(wT w) + (yo − yb − Yb w)T R−1 (yo − yb − Yb w) .
(2.9)
|
{z
} |
{z
}
Jb

Jo

In this formulation of the cost function, a linear approximation is applied:
H(xb + Xb w) ≈ yb + Yb w.

(2.10)

Yb is the ensemble perturbation matrix in observation space. This cost function needs to
be minimised with respect to the weight vector w.
The minimum of the cost-function (Eq. 2.9) can be explicitly computed
w = P̃a (Yb )T R−1 (yo − H(xb )),

(2.11)

because it is formulated in the low-dimensional ensemble space. w is the analysis mean in
ensemble space. From the analysis-error covariance matrix
P̃a = [(N − 1)I + (Yb )T R−1 Yb ]−1 ,

(2.12)

the analysis ensemble perturbation (weight matrix) is computed via
W = [(N − 1)P̃a ]1/2 .

(2.13)

As mentioned above, the analysis of each ensemble member in physical space is a linear
combination of the (weighted) background ensemble members and is computed by
xa(i) = xb + Xb (w + W(i) ).

(2.14)

xa = xb + Xb w

(2.15)

is the analysis mean in physical space. Furthermore, the Kalman gain of the ensemble
mean
K = Xb P̃a (Yb )T R−1
(2.16)
can be applied to the innovations (yo − H(xbdet )) to compute a ’deterministic’ analysis
xadet = xbdet + K(yo − H(xbdet )).

(2.17)

This deterministic analysis can be used as the initial condition for a deterministic or control
forecast.
To summarise, the advantage of an LETKF is that basically every quantity that can
be simulated can be assimilated (linearised and adjoint observation operators are not required), it considers a flow-dependent background error covariance matrix and is computationally very efficient (parallel computation of analysis for each model grid point).
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Challenges in data assimilation using (new) observations

Convective-scale data assimilation poses challenges that are related to the algorithm used
to compute an analysis. Some of the challenges are addressed in this thesis and briefly
summarised here. Challenges, in order to exploit new observations to generate the analysis
are the development of operationally applicable forward operators like the visible forward
operator VISOP. Forward operators have to be both fast and accurate. In an LETKF, a
linear approximation is applied in Eq. 2.10. However, radiances are linear only to a certain
degree. The (non-) linearity of the measured signal is shown in Sect. 3.2.1. Furthermore,
a Gaussian distribution is assumed in observation and background error. The Gaussianity assumption is related to the non-linearity of the signal and is discussed in the results
section (Fig. 5.6 in Sect. 5.2.2). Furthermore, observations and model equivalents are
uncertain. According to Janjić et al. (2018), observation error in the observation error covariance matrix R is represented by (1) measurement error, e.g. calibration or instrument
noise for satellite radiances, (2) forward operator error, e.g. radiative transfer, (3) representativeness error, e.g. unresolved scales/point measurement vs model representation and
(4) quality control / pre-processing error, e.g. in clear-sky radiance assimilation, pixel are
contaminated with ice-covered mountains (snow/glaciers) or semi-transparent clouds. The
last three errors are summarised under the term representation error (Janjić et al., 2018).
We have to estimate and consider observation errors, e.g. by using Desroziers et al.’s (2005)
method. For visible satellite observations, calibration is discussed in Sect. 3.2.1, and the
uncertainty of the forward operator is estimated in Chap. 4.3.4. Representativeness error
can be reduced by averaging satellite observation to compute a superobservation (discussion below and implementation in Sect. 3.1.1). Contaminated pixels are excluded, e.g.
where the topography is greater than 1000m.
Usually, the R-matrix is diagonal, meaning a constant error σo . Such an assumption
is reliable for independent observations. In future, it will be likely that different channels
will be assimilated simultaneously to compute the analysis. Hence, representation error
is correlated between different observations, e.g. a radiative transfer error in a forward
operator is probably similar for spectrally similar channels. Increasing the observation
error gives the observation less weight to compute the analysis and can be used as a tuning
parameter.
Finally, a possibility to reduce observation
error is to thin or superob data, i.e. average
of k × m satellite pixels, following Scheck
et al. (2020). In the mid-latitudes and for
the geostationary MSG satellite, k and m
differ, as the resolution is different in zonal
(≈ 3 km) and meridional (≈ 6 km) direction.
Forward operator VISOP
Figure 2.2: Illustration of the visible forward
Forward operators (H in Eq. 2.8) are used operator VISOP, transforming from model to
to transform from model to observation observation space.
space. It becomes relative more complex
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if we want to assimilate observations that are not prognostic, like remotely sensed radiances at satellites. To use this information, we have to apply forward operators to the
model state. The visible forward operator (VISOP illustration in Fig. 2.2), used in this
thesis, calculates optical (Sect. 2.3.2) and geometrical quantities (solar zenith angle Θ0 ,
satellite zenith angle Θ and the scattering angle α). The optical and geometrical quantities, together with the albedo, are input parameters for MFASIS. MFASIS (Sect. 2.2.1)
is a fast enough and operationally applicable radiative transfer method that computes solar reflectances (Eq. 2.19). An advantage of an LETKF is that basically every quantity
that can be simulated can be assimilated because the formulation explicitly uses only the
non-linear operator.

2.1.3

Regional data assimilation system of
Deutscher Wetterdienst

NWP

ti-1

First Guess

Observation

DA

Analysis

NWP

ti

First Guess

DA

Analysis

Observation

...

ti+24

24h
Forecast

Figure 2.3: Flow-chart of a numerical
weather prediction system with i ∈
[0,6,12,18] UTC.

In DA, a first guess (e.g. +1 h forecast lead time) is is a short-term forecast xb = M(xa ), where the NWP
model M is applied to a previous analysis xa .
The model M, solves the
primitive equations that describe the atmospheric flow and predicts prognostic variables explicitly (e.g.
temperature or cloud water content).
The
primitive equations are five non-linear
partial differential equations that can
be solved numerically (only) and consist of continuity, conservation of momentum (3D) and thermal energy equations.

For regional (convective-scale) data assimilation, Deutscher Wetterdienst uses the Kmscale ENsemble Data Assimilation (KENDA, described in Schraff et al. (2016)) based on
an LETKF with 40 ensemble members. An hourly cycling generates analyses from where
a short-term forecast is computed using the ICON-D2 model (Fig. 2.3). The domain covers entire Germany, Austria, Switzerland, the Benelux countries and partly neighbouring
countries.
In a quasi-operational implementation used as a reference in this thesis, only conventional
observations are assimilated. The conventional observations are direct observations of
prognostic model variables that consist of four observation types:
• AIREP: aircraft observations of temperature, humidity and wind
• PILOT: profiler observations of wind
• SYNOP: surface station observations of 10-m wind and surface pressure
• TEMP: radiosonde observations of temperature, humidity and wind

2.1 Data assimilation and its implementation in convective-scale NWP
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Usually, conventional observations are available every hour but with a few exceptions.
SYNOP wind observations are only assimilated if the topography is sufficiently low (< 100
m), hence, only in Northern Germany. TEMP observations are predominantly only available at 0 and 12 UTC. Observations are assimilated up to a height of 300 hPa, meaning
that only take-off and landing of aircraft observations close to an airport are considered.
Due to the ban on night flights, these observations are usually unavailable from 21 to 4
UTC.
In KENDA, an adaptive localisation method is used for conventional observations to
keep the number of observations per model grid point constant. The rationale is that in an
LETKF, the degrees of freedom are limited by the ensemble size. Increasing the number
per model grid-point would make the analysis too confident towards the observations and
reduce the analysis spread. Analysis spread can be increased or controlled using additive
and adaptive multiplicative inflation (Houtekamer et al., 2005) and relaxation to prior
perturbations (Zhang et al., 2004). Furthermore, if the data set is sufficiently large, the
potential in improving the analysis is relatively low by considering more observations.
Therefore, the localisation radius is adapted and varies between 50 km and 100 km. In
KENDA, the effective number of conventional observations is N=100. Following Scheck
et al. (2020), the number of satellite observations per grid-point is N= 2πlh2 /lso2 , depending
on the localisation scale lh and the superobbing radius lso . According to Schraff et al.
(2016), the observation errors computed using Desroziers et al.’s method in June 2011 are
for wind components σobs ∈ [1.89, 2.38] m/s, temperature σobs ∈ [0.55, 1.07] K, and relative
humidity σobs ∈ [9, 14] %, depending on the vertical pressure level. Using the same method,
Scheck et al. (2020) found an observation error in solar reflectance of σobs ∈ (0.1, 0.15).
The so-called ”latent heat nudging” is applied to adjust the simulated to the radarderived precipitation during short-term forecasts in the KENDA system. This approach
assumes that latent heat release by condensation (Eq. 2.37) is proportional to the precipitation rate near the surface. If the model (under-) overestimates the precipitation rate,
a (positive) negative temperature increment is applied to the model grid point. This introduces thermodynamic instability because the buoyancy increases (Eq. 2.36), leading to
condensation and precipitation. Additionally, the relative humidity is kept constant by
adding a specific humidity increment to avoid undersaturation after increasing the temperature. Otherwise, water droplets would evaporate after adding the temperature increment.
As the ICON-KENDA system is relatively new, there were some changes in the data
assimilation system during the time this project was conducted. These changes do not
apply to the version used in this thesis but are briefly summarised. Since April 14, 2021
radiosonde and aircraft observations are assimilated up to 200 hPa and 275 hPa, respectively, depending on the instrument (DWD, 2021c). Furthermore, since June 17, 2020,
radar reflectivity volume data from the German weather radar network is additionally
assimilated (DWD, 2020a). The assimilation of radar reflectivity volume data improved
temperature and humidity in 2m height, cloudiness and global horizontal irradiance forecasts for a period from 20 May - 15 June 2020. Since June 23, 2021, the forecasts are
initialised eight times a day (at 0, 03, 06, 09, 12, 15, 18, 21 UTC), and the forecast lead
time was increased to 48 hours (DWD, 2021a).
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2.2

Radiative transfer and its representation in NWP
models

Radiation is the main driver of the atmospheric circulation. Weather satellites measure
the scattered (solar) or emitted (thermal) radiances from the earth’s surface and the atmosphere. This section discusses radiative transfer in the atmosphere and parameterisations
in numerical weather prediction models.
Satellite observations measure radiances. The spectral radiance for a monochromatic
electromagnetic wave and its radiant energy Q is defined as
d4 Q
Iλ (Θ, Φ) =
[Wm−2 nm−1 sr−1 ],
dAdtdΩdλ

(2.18)

meaning the energy per unit area dA (perpendicular to the incident beam), the time interval
dt, the wavelength range dλ and the radiance direction dΩ. In the solar spectrum it is
often useful to distinguish between the direct radiance coming from the sun and the diffuse
radiance related to photons that have already been scattered in the atmosphere or at the
surface.
For the solar spectrum, it is helpful to define the dimensionless reflectance at TOA
RT OA (Θ, Φ) = π

Iλ (Θ, Φ)
E0 cos(Θ0 )

(2.19)

with the extraterrestrial flux E0 . The reflectance at TOA for a certain wavelength band
corresponding to a satellite channel (e.g. λ=0.6 µm ) is the main quantity in this thesis
used for evaluation and assimilation.
Integrating radiance over the upper or lower hemisphere results in upward and downward spectral irradiances or fluxes, defined as
Eλ =

d3 Q
[Wm−2 nm−1 ].
dtdAdλ

(2.20)

Each matter with a temperature T > 0 K emits radiation and hence, energy. The sun is
basically a black body, meaning that emission and absorption are equal (Kirchhoff’s law).
This black body radiation can be described using Planck’s law.
The spectral radiance of a black body with a specific temperature T and wavelength λ
is
B(λ, T ) =

2hc2
1
[Wµm−1 m−2 ],
hc
5
λ exp( λk T ) − 1

(2.21)

B

with the Planck constant h≈6.6261x10−34 Js, the speed of light c≈3x108 m/s, and the
Boltzmann constant kB =1.380649x10−23 J/K. The radiance measured by a satellite for a
certain wavelength (e.g. λ =10.8µm) is an additional quantity in this thesis for evaluating
cloud top heights.
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Solving this equation for T
T=

hc
2hc2
[ln(1 +
)]−1 [K]
5
λkB
B(λ, T )λ

(2.22)

gives the black body temperature. The black body temperature or brightness temperature
of an atmospheric cloud top is mainly determined by its altitude.
In the atmosphere, electromagnetic waves interact with hydrometeors, aerosols and
molecules through scattering and absorption. To describe the radiative transfer in the
atmosphere, we need to define optical properties, describing the atmosphere.
The extinction coefficient
βext = βsca + βabs [m−1 ],

(2.23)

is the sum of the scattering and absorption coefficients. The dimensionless optical thickness
τ is defined as
Z
τ = βext (z)dz.
(2.24)
For direct radiation, the attenuation by scattering and absorption of radiation in the
atmosphere can be described using Lambert-Beer’s law:
I(τ ) = E0 exp (−τ /µ),

(2.25)

with µ = cos(θ0 ). The fraction of scattering and extinction coefficients gives the single
scattering albedo
βsca
ω=
.
(2.26)
βext
Scattering by spherical particles can be
described using Mie-Theory. The scattering regime can be divided into Rayleigh,
Mie and optical scattering in the atmosphere.
The scattering regimes for
a particle radius r and wavelength λ
are

<< 1 Rayleigh,
2πr 
χ=
:: ≈ 1
.
Mie

λ

>> 1 Optical

𝑟!"" =1 𝜇𝑚

(2.27)

These different regimes show different characteristics in the scattering phase function
P(Ω, Ω0 ). P(Ω, Ω0 ) describes the probability of scattering the incoming beam (Ω0 ) to
the scattered direction Ω =(Θ, Φ). Forward
scattering dominates in the optical regime,
whereas no preference is apparent in the

𝑟!"" = 20 𝜇𝑚

Figure 2.4: Scattering phase functions for
water droplets and different effective radii at
one wavelength (550 nm) computed using
Mie-theory (top). This plot is taken from the
MIM-webpage under GNU Free Documentation
License 1.3 (Emde, 2018).
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Rayleigh scattering regime. The phase function is usually rotationally symmetric. Forward scattering dominates in the optical regime χ >>1 (Fig. 2.4). However, the scattering
phase function is relatively complex and depends on the shape of the hydrometeors, e.g.
lower effective radii enhance backward scattering meaning a higher solar reflectance. It is
even more complex for ice clouds as the scattering phase function also depends on the ice
crystal’s shape. Such non-spherical particles scatter more in sideways directions and into
the backward scattering sector.
Combing Lambert-beer’s law, the contribution of thermal emission and the scattering
of the radiation gives the radiative transfer equation following Chandrasekhar (2013):
Z
dI(Ω)
ω
= −I(Ω) +
P (Ω, Ω0 )I(Ω0 )dΩ0 + (1 − ω)B(T ).
(2.28)
βext ds
4π

2.2.1

Approximations: MFASIS and RRTM

Eq. 2.28 can, in general, not be solved analytically. However, it is possible to solve the
full 3D RT equation numerically, for example, by Monte-Carlo simulations (e.g. MYSTIC
(Mayer, 2009)). For operational numerical weather prediction, Monte-Carlo simulations
are too slow but would be very accurate. A balance between accuracy and computational
cost is required.
Due to the different nature of shortwave (solar) and longwave (thermal) radiation, the computation can be done independently. In the solar
regime, scattering dominates in the atmosphere,
whereas in the infrared regime, absorption and
emission dominates. Next, the RT in the forward
operator VISOP is described. Afterwards, the RT
scheme in the used ICON version.
MFASIS
The Method for FAst Satellite Image Simulations
(Scheck et al., 2016) is the RT solver used in this
thesis to compute solar reflectances from model
state (Eq. 2.19). The method is based on the
work of Frèrebeau (2014). MFASIS determines solar reflectances at TOA by interpolating in a compressed look-up table with pre-computed values.
The solar reflectances are computed using DISORT
(Stamnes et al., 1988) that is implemented in libRADtran (Mayer and Kylling, 2005). MFASIS
Figure 2.5: Radiative transfer
makes use of the fact that in the visible part of the
assumed in MFASIS: illustration of the spectrum, the reflectance is mainly determined by
scene ©Scheck.
the total optical depth of the clouds. The vertical
cloud structure (including variations in the effective radius of the cloud particles) has no strong influence on the reflectance. Therefore,
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the cloud structure can be strongly simplified without causing large errors in the solar
reflectance.
For the computation of the reflectances in the look-up table, it is assumed that two
homogeneous and plane-parallel clouds are present: an ice cloud at 10 km height and below
a water cloud at 4 km height. The basic strategy in MFASIS is to write the solar reflectance
R as a function of the solar Θ0 and satellite zenith angles Θ, the scattering angle α, the
albedo a, and the optical properties of the water- (τw , rw ) and ice cloud (τi , ri ). The
computation of the optical properties from the model state is described in Sect. 2.3.2.
RRTM
The Rapid Radiative Transfer Model (RRTM) uses a two-stream approximation and solves
the radiative transfer in the used ICON-D2 model version (Zängl et al., 2015). Two-stream
means only up- and downward radiative fluxes E (Eq. 2.20) are considered. In this solver,
the shortwave radiation calculation is done by subdividing the electromagnetic spectrum
into 14 bands (Mlawer et al., 1997) and in the longwave into 16 bands (Mlawer and Clough,
1997) to compute optical properties of clouds and aerosols. Cloud related model output
is provided by the model’s microphysics and for aerosols a climatological distribution is
assumed (Tegen et al., 1997).
The RRTM in the ICON-D2 model assumes a plane-parallel atmosphere with 65 layers.
Radiances are upward (E ↑ ) and downward (E ↓ ) fluxes in the shortwave (SW) and longwave
(LW) parts of the spectrum. The computation of the fluxes is done for each atmospheric
model layer to compute heating and cooling rates via
(

∂T
↓
↓
↑
↓
↑
ρcp ) = ESW,dir
+ ESW,dif
f − ESW,dif f + ELW − ELW .
∂t

(2.29)

↓
↓
The sum of ESW,dir
and ESW,dif
f on the lowest model level gives the global horizontal
−2
irradiance [W/m ] and used fore evaluation.

2.2.2

Satellite observations

Weather satellites measure the scattered (solar) or emitted (thermal) radiances from the
earth’s surface or the atmosphere (e.g. hydrometeors, aerosols, water vapour). The main
advantage of satellite observations is their high spatio-temporal resolution covering nearly
every part of the globe. Hence, we get information about the weather situation also in
remote areas like oceans. A second advantage is that we gain (complementary) information
by using different sensors. For example, the SEVIRI instrument on board the Meteosat
Second Generation measures radiances in specific channels. The 0.6 µm solar reflectance
(VIS006) is highly sensitive to the liquid- and ice water path, whereas the 10.8 µm infrared
brightness temperature (IR108) is less sensitive to the liquid- and ice water path but in
addition to the cloud top height. In both VIS006 and IR108, the centered wavelength of
the measured radiances lies within the atmospheric window (meaning that the clear-sky
atmosphere is relatively transparent for radiation). Satellite sensors measure a combined
signal (Iλ , see Eq. 2.18) of the ground (Iclear-sky ) and clouds (Icloudy ) of a satellite pixel
Iλ = C × Icloudy + (1 − C) × Iclear-sky ,

(2.30)
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where C is the cloud cover of the pixel. Hence,
getting the cloud-cover in weather simulation correct (with certain overlap assumptions) is essential
in evaluating clouds. That is challenging since the
effective model resolution is 5 - 7 ∆x, which is 1014 km for the ICON-D2 model runs considered in
this work. Wood and Field (2011) showed that 85
% of global cloud cover comes from clouds larger
chematic illustrating the three overlap assumptions that are commonly made in GCMs. The dotted
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mate models and strongly interact with radiation. The interaction of clouds and radiation influences the general atmod
spheric circulation, including the local convective-scale dyte
ra
tu
a
namics (e.g. Ingel, 2014). This section discusses cloud fors
un
mation processes in the atmosphere and cloud-related parameterisations examined in this thesis. The description of
this section follows mainly Wallace and Hobbs (2006) and
Häckel (2016).
Figure 2.7: Saturation
As a first approximation, an atmospheric cloud forms
water pressure over a plane
surface of water against
when the air is (super-) saturated, meaning a relative hutemperature for water and
midity RH ≥ 100%. The relative humidity RH = E/Esat is
ice using Magnus formula.
defined as the fraction of the vapour pressure E and the saturation water pressure Esat . Esat over a plane water or ice surface is displayed in Fig. 2.7
and is computed using the Magnus formulas. The Magnus formulas are approximations
of the Clausius-Clapeyron relation. Water vapour becomes (sub-) supersaturated through
(warming) cooling by (down-) updrafts and radiative effects or adiabatic mixing of nearly
saturated air parcels with different temperatures (description below).
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Cloud formation processes and droplet/ice particle growth
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The water phase in the atmosphere can be vapour, liquid
and ice, depending on the thermodynamic equilibrium
between water and the environment. A phase transition
absorbs energy from or releases energy into the environment (Fig. 2.8). Latent heat release is one of the main
sources of energy for global circulation, fronts and cyclones (Palmén and Newton, 1969).

solid

melting

liquid

freezing

Cloud water droplets form in the Earth’s atmosphere
absorbs energy
releases energy
if the air is (super-) saturated and in the presence of
cloud condensation nuclei (CCN). This process is known
as heterogeneous nucleation. In clean air, a relative hu- Figure 2.8: Illustration of
midity of several hundred per cent would be required to water phases and transitions in
the Earth’s atmosphere.
form clusters of H2 O molecules on the droplet’s surface
(homogeneous nucleation) because the saturation vapour pressure over a curved surface
Ec,s is greater than over a plane surface Esat :
Ec,s = Esat (T )exp(

2σ
).
nkB T r

(2.31)

Hence, a droplet only forms if the air is supersaturated. The droplet radius after Kelvin’s
equation
2σ
r=
,
(2.32)
Ec,s
nkB T ln( Esat
)
(T )
depends on the surface tension σ, the temperature T and the fraction of vapour pressure
E and saturation vapour pressure Esat of the system. n is the number of water molecules
per unit volume and kB is the Boltzmann constant.
The Kelvin effect states that the lower the droplet radius for being in thermodynamic
equilibrium, the higher the supersaturation must be. The surface tension of a liquid water
droplet would force the water molecules to vaporise immediately after condensation, and
only larger particles could survive in the atmosphere. That is where aerosols come into
play as CCN. Aerosols can be small wettable, or water-soluble floating particles ranging
from nano to some micro-meter sizes. Very effective is, for example, water-soluble sea salt
(NaCl). When a water droplet contains dissolved material, the adjacent saturation vapour
pressure Es0 is lower than for pure water droplets. Raoult’s law describes this via
0
Ec,s
= f.
Ec,s

(2.33)

Here f is the mole fraction of water in the droplet f=nw /(nw +ns ), with the number of water
moles nw and of the substance ns . Combining the Kelvin effect (Eq. 2.32) and Raoult’s
law (Eq. 2.33) gives the Köhler equation:
0
Ec,s
(r)
2σ 0
ns Mw
= exp( 0
− 4
).
3
Esat (T )
n kT r
πρ
r
w
3

(2.34)
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For a fixed mass of dissolved material and small droplet sizes (e.g. 0.1 µm), Raoult’s
effect dominates, meaning that even below supersaturation, a droplet can survive. From
Eq. 2.34, it becomes obvious that Raoult’s effect decreases with increasing droplet radius
1
as the solution becomes weaker (∝ r−3
) while Kelvin’s effect becomes relatively more dom1
inant (∝ r ), leading to a peak in the Köhler curve. If the peak in the Köhler curve is below
the supersaturation of the ambient air, the droplet will continue to grow (activated). The
larger the particle, the lower the supersaturation can be to function as cloud condensation
nuclei. That means that large aerosols are first activated. Analogously, larger droplets
grow at the cost of smaller droplets. The higher the updraft velocity in a cloud, the more
aerosols function as CCN (e.g. Politovich and Cooper, 1988). This indirect aerosol effect
influences the optical properties of a cloud.
For raindrops, another crucial process plays an essential role. From theory, we know
that taking only molecular diffusion into account, the condensation rate is too weak to form
larger cloud and precipitating water droplets. The growth by collection is the dominant
process that creates larger liquid droplet sizes. Larger droplets with more mass fall faster
than smaller droplets as for relatively small particles in fluids, Stoke’s friction plays a
dominant role. Hence, larger droplets collide with smaller ones, and the collision efficiency
can express the rate. The collection efficiency is the product of collision and coalescence
rate because some droplets may bounce off one another.
For temperatures below 0, liquid water droplets can still exist. If such supercooled
droplets and ice crystals coexist in a cloud, it is referred to as a mixed-phase cloud. Clouds
that only consist of ice crystals are referred to as ice clouds. The situation for ice particle
formation is analogous to water droplets, meaning to form a large enough particle to survive
and grow. Here, an ice particle can grow from the water vapour (deposition, Fig. 2.8). In
mixed-phase clouds, Esat for ice is lower than for supercooled water droplets (Fig. 2.7).
That means that the ambient air can be (super-) saturated over ice but subsaturated over
water. Therefore, ice crystals grow at the cost of liquid water droplets because water
droplets have to evaporate as the ambient air becomes relatively drier (Bergeron-Findeisen
process). Through this process, various shapes (ice habits) can form like hexagonal or
column plates.
Another process is growth by riming in mixed-phase clouds. Here, ice crystals collide
with supercooled droplets that immediately freeze. So-called rimed ice crystal structures
form. The last process is growth by aggregation. This process describes ice particle growth
by colliding and aggregating. Similar considerations apply as discussed for the collision of
water droplets. The effect of ’pure’ column plates and aggregate habits on solar reflectance
distribution is discussed in Sect. 4.3.2.
Adiabatic lifting processes
Air becomes saturated through adiabatic lifting, diabatic cooling or intrusion of water
vapour. During mid-latitude summer, most clouds form through lifting processes if ascending air expands and thus cools adiabatically. Three types of lifting exist, leading to
different cloud types:
(a) Convective clouds (e.g. Cumulus, Cumulonimbus): if the atmosphere is thermodynamically unstable, and thus an air parcel close to the earth’s surface is relatively
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warm. Convective clouds can be further divided into deep and shallow convective
clouds (Stevens, 2005). Shallow convection means convective clouds in the atmospheric boundary layer, typically below 2 km height. These clouds are locally triggered or form along cold fronts. The vertical velocity may exceed several m/s, often
causing heavy precipitation. Their spatial extension ranges from 100 m to 10 km horizontally and vertically, often up to the tropopause (in mid-latitudes approximately
10 km). The cloud water path of convective clouds is usually higher compared to
stratiform clouds. The lifetime of these clouds ranges from minutes to some hours.
Local thermodynamic instability can be caused (triggered) by radiative heating of
the earth’s surface or damped by a cloud’s shadows. Furthermore, Crook (1996)
showed from numerical simulations that variations of 1 ◦ C in temperature or 1 g/kg
in boundary layer moisture were critical to whether storms formed or not. Moreover,
Martin and Xue (2006) demonstrated that precipitation depends on positive ABL
moisture perturbations O(1 g/kg) using an ensemble of more than 12000 meso-scale
model forecasts.
The maximum intensity of convection can be expressed using the convective available
potential energy
Z
LNB

bdz,

CAPE =

(2.35)

LFC

with the level of free convection (LFC) and the level of neutral buoyancy (LNB). The
buoyancy
T − T0
(2.36)
b = −g
T
of an air parcel depends on the gravitational force g, its temperature T 0 and the
environment’s temperature T .
The moist static energy h of an air parcel is conserved during adiabatic ascent and
descent
h = gz + cp T 0 + Lq,
(2.37)
with the latent heat of vaporization L, the specific humidity q, the altitude above
ground z and the specific heat at constant pressure cp . Interestingly, a moisture increment of ∆q = 1 g/kg has approximately the same effect as a temperature increment
of ∆T = 2 K (considering L = 2000 kJ/kg and cp = 1 kJ/(kg K)). This indicates that
improving the temperature and humidity in the boundary layer (initially) should also
enhance forecasting subsequent convective events.
(b) Stratiform clouds (e.g. Cirrostratrus, Altostratus, Nimbostratus) form when stable
air ascents and often occur along warm fronts. Their spatial extent can exceed several
1000 km with low vertical velocities (some cm/s). Their lifetime is in the order of a
day. The precipitation is less heavy than in convective clouds, but these clouds cause
most rain amount in the mid-latitudes.
(c) Orographic clouds (e.g. Lenticularis) form when stable air masses are forced to rise.
This process occurs if a horizontal flow crosses obstacles, e.g. the Alps. The cloud’s
lifetime is comparatively short.
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Diabatic processes
Another cloud formation process in the atmosphere is through diabatic cooling. This
happens when the air flows over the cold surface of the earth and fog forms (e.g. during
the night in winter, the earth’s surface radiates out). The intrusion of humid air can also
cause cloud formation. This process often happens when relatively cold air flows over a
relatively warm lake or ocean, where the air condensates directly above the water surface.

2.3.1

Cloud related parametrisations

Microphysics parametrisation is essential because it approximately describes the set of
physical processes of formation, resolving, growth and fallout of hydrometeors. However,
these processes are very uncertain and Seifert (2011) gives four main reasons: (1) microphysical processes occur on scales ranging from micro- (10−6 m) to millimetre (10−3 m) and
hence on a wide range and not resolved by the model; (2) many processes are not well
understood with gaps in the theoretical and empirical description; (3) the processes are
highly non-linear and complex; (4) we lack in an adequate observation of cloud-related
quantities to constrain model assumptions.
Next, a description of the microphysics and subgrid-scale clouds parametrisation in
ICON-D2 is given. These parametrisations include a number of conservation equations for
different hydrometeor categories. These equations are integrated by the model dynamics
and include a number of source terms representing the interconversion (=mass transfer)
between different hydrometeor types (e.g., riming, Bergeron-Findeisen process etc.). In
addition, the conservation equation for some hydrometeors (rain, snow, hail) includes a
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the RH of a model grid box is below 100% (e.g. Wood and Field, 2011). The reasons
are (moisture) fluctuations inside the grid box. Such diagnostic or subgrid-scale clouds
can be represented in NWP models using PDF-based schemes (Sommeria and Deardorff,
1977). In the ICON-D2 model, the diagnostic cloud-cover scheme combines information
from the turbulence (provides variability), microphysics (provides supersaturation) and
shallow-convection scheme (provides cloud detrainment). This diagnosed cloud cover is
input for RRTM. With grid spacing of O(100m) or below, clouds could be more realistically represented in numerical weather prediction models (e.g. Craig and Dörnbrack, 2008,
Heinze et al., 2017).
Since clouds depend on nearly every parametrisation in an atmospheric model (Webb
et al., 2001), some cloud-related parameterisations in ICON were modified within their
physical plausibility to understand model cloud representation and to check the sensitivity
of VIS and IR synthetic satellite observation to model changes. A brief introduction to the
changes in the parametrisations is given next.
• The cloud-concentration number in ICON is used to calculate the cloud optical properties and influences the onset of precipitation. ICON employs the parameterisation
of Segal and Khain (2006), which determines how many droplets are in a cloud depending on an aerosol number concentration derived from the climatology and on
an updraft velocity at nucleation. The number of nucleated droplets increases with
the updraft velocity. The determination of the updraft velocity in a 2 km resolution
model is not straightforward because updrafts are underresolved. ICON assumes a
constant updraft velocity, which serves as a control parameter.
• The turbulent subgrid-scale cloud parameterisation determines the cloud cover due
to the unresolved variability in the model. The resulting turbulent cloud cover ccturb
is combined with the detrainment cloud cover, which is given by a diagnostic approximation of the equivalent term in Tiedtke (1993). We focus on the turbulent
parameterisation of liquid clouds because those are the main source of subgrid-scale
clouds in the summer period chosen for the experiments.
The turbulent cloud parameterisation in ICON for liquid clouds is based on the
assumption of an asymmetric probability distribution function (PDF) of total water
(liquid + vapour). The used cloud-cover function starts from this assumption but
has been empirically modified based on global and regional experiments (personal
communication with Martin Köhler (DWD) in 2020). The final function reads
ccturb = ((qv + qc + A∆q − qsat )/(B∆q))2 ,

(2.38)

where ∆q is the variance of the total-water PDF, and it is determined by the turbulence scheme; A and B are tunable parameters that are described below; and qsat is
the water vapour at saturation using the mean temperature and pressure in the grid
box. Some limiters and resolution-dependent corrections are applied to achieve the
final cloud fraction but their description is irrelevant for this thesis.
The parameter A determines the asymmetry of the size distribution: for larger A,
clouds will be predicted at lower relative humidities, and so the cloud cover will be
higher. This is a common tuning parameter when changing the model configuration.
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For example, it is expected that the model requires less subgrid clouds as grid spacing
is reduced and more clouds are resolved. The parameter B was introduced in this
study and it scales the cloud cover for a determined PDF asymmetry. It thus allows
for changing the cloud cover without modifying at which relative humidity clouds are
activated. In the pre-operational ICON configuration it is set to A = 3.5 and B = 1
+ A = 4.5.
• The shallow-convection parameterisation of Bechtold et al. (2014) predicts unresolved
shallow convection in the model and also contributes to subgrid clouds. The model
limits the parameterisation to clouds that are sufficiently thin so that thicker clouds
have to be resolved by the model. The thickness of the thickest non-resolved cloud
is thus an uncertain parameter that limits the strength of the parameterisation.
• The microphysical scheme describes the hydrometeors dynamics. This thesis checks
the effect of using the two-moment parameterisation of Seifert and Beheng (2006), in
which the number concentrations of different hydrometeors are treated as prognostic
variables. This is a more complex scheme and can potentially simulate more realistic
clouds. However, the two-moment scheme has never been tuned like the operational
one-moment scheme.

2.3.2

Cloud-related model output and optical properties

The prognostic variables from the microphysics are grid-scale. The radiation scheme in
ICON additionally uses the subgrid-scale contributions from the turbulent cloud parametrisation. This diagnosed cloud water qcdia and ice content qidia is also a model output variable.
We also need the prognostic pressure P, temperature T, density ρ to compute optical properties from the model output.
First, the liquid water content
LWC =

qdia
c
ρ
clc

(2.39)

and ice water content

qdia
i
ρ,
(2.40)
clc
are computed, taking the pixel’s cloud cover (clc) into account. LWC and IWC are used
to compute the effective radii of water droplets rw,eff after Martin et al. (1994):
IWC =

rw,eff = (

3 LWC
).
4 πkNρ

(2.41)

Here, k=0.67 for continental clouds and N is the cloud droplet number concentration
(default: N = 2x108 m−3 ) that determines reflective and cloud optical properties. However,
a fixed value is unrealistic, as N depends on the number of cloud condensation nuclei. It
is possible to use the two-moment scheme that explicitly computes N.
Given LWC and rw,eff , we can compute the extinction coefficient (Eq. 2.23) using a fit
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function (with the determined coefficients a, b, c) after Hu and Stamnes (1993):
w
βext
= LWC(a rbw,eff + c).

(2.42)

The computation of ri,eff and its extinction coefficient is more complex because of the
variety of shapes.
For ice crystals, with hexagonal columns shape the parametrization of Wyser (1998)
can be used:
ri,eff = (

4
√ )(377.4 + 203.3B + 37.91B2 + 2.3696B3 )),
4+ 3

(2.43)

IWC
with B = −2+10− 3 (273K−T)3/2 log( 50g/m
3 ).
Here, the parametrization of Fu (1996) is used to compute the extinction coefficient
i
βext
= IWC(

a0 + a1
),
Dge

(2.44)

where Dge is the generalized effective size (see Eq. 2.3 in Fu (1996)) and a0 and a1 are
determined using a fit function.
The computation of optical thickness as input for MFASIS (Sec. 2.2.1) of a water or ice
cloud is straightforward by applying Eq. 2.24.
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Chapter 3
Data and methods
This chapter describes the experimental
model setup, the satellite observations, the
calculation of model equivalents and the
evaluation methods used in this thesis. Additionally, the sensitivity of satellite obser55°N
vations in the presence of clouds is discussed.
50°N
The first study (Chapter 4) uses hindverification
cast simulations that are only driven by
ICON-D2 / SEVIRI OBS
boundary conditions (BC) and initialized
45°N
once in the beginning of the period. In this
0°
5°E
10°E
15°E
setup, clouds develop freely in the domain,
but are constrained by analysis boundary
conditions. This semi-free simulations are Figure 3.1: ICON-D2 domain in observation
used to evaluate the model cloud climatol- space (gray shaded) and the reduced evaluation
ogy with satellite observations. Two for- domain (red box). Orange x indicate DWD’s
pyranometer stations measuring global
ward operators compute model equivalents
horizontal irradiance.
of VIS and IR MSG SEVIRI observations
from the model output. Here, a high impact weather period with (seven) modified model
settings and (five) operator settings is simulated. For the evaluation of solar reflectance
assimilation, a summer period of four weeks in Central Europe with convective and stratiform clouds is simulated (results in Chapter 5). Two setups are compared, one with and
one without assimilation of solar reflectances, using DWD’s regional data assimilation and
modeling system.

3.1

ICON simulations

In this thesis, a pre-operational version of the ICON-D2 (ICOsahedral Non-hydrostatic,
(Zängl et al., 2015)) model of Deutscher Wetterdienst was used. The ICON-D2 model
is convection-permitting with prescribed lateral BCs. ICON-D2 replaced the operational
COSMO-D2 model (Baldauf et al., 2018). The simulations over Germany and neighbouring
countries (Fig. 3.1) have a horizontal grid spacing of 2.1 km with 65 vertical levels up to
22 km. Deep convection is explicitly simulated, whereas shallow convection is parametrized
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(Bechtold et al., 2014).

3.1.1

Simulations to understand the model representation of clouds

The simulations are initialised once at 26 May 2016 00 UTC from downscaled ICON-EU
analysis initial conditions. ICON-EU analysis BCs drive this semi-free simulations with an
hourly update and a forecast horizon of 30 days. ICON-EU analyses are used to constrain
the simulations at the boundaries. The simulation period and domain size are sufficiently
large for the atmospheric model to develop its own cloud distribution without perturbations
from data assimilation or nudging.
In order to investigate the sensitivity of synthetic satellite observations to these parameterisations and uncertain parameters, seven simulations are evaluated:
I Reference simulation with pre-operational model configuration.
II Increased cloud droplet number concentration by increasing the updraft velocity at
activation ( from 0.25 m/s to 1 m/s). This produces liquid clouds that are optically
thicker as the number concentration of droplets increases roughly by a factor three.
III Modified distribution of turbulent subgrid liquid clouds. The idea is to produce less
and thicker subgrid clouds in a way that the radiative balance of the model remains
unchanged. This was achieved after a few trial and error experiments by using the
parameters A = 2.5 , B = 0.21.
IV Stronger shallow-convection parameterisation by doubling the thickness of the thickest unresolved cloud (from 2 · 104 to 4 · 104 Pa).
V Simulation with the two-moment scheme while all other parameterisations are equal
to the operational configuration.
VI Two-moment scheme in which the subgrid-cloud parameterisation for ice clouds is
switched off.
VII Two-moment scheme with strongly reduced asymmetry factor for subgrid-liquid clouds
(A = 1.5, B = 2.5) and no subgrid ice-clouds. This simulation was motivated because
the two-moment scheme reflected too much radiation, and therefore we reduced the
amount of subgrid clouds.

3.1.2

Simulations for the assimilation experiment

For this study, the same model (ICON-D2) is employed, to simulate the weather in July
2019. Again, a pre-operational model version was used with the one-moment microphysics
scheme. Different to the before-mentioned settings, boundary conditions from ICON-EU
forecasts drive the nested domain to reflect the operational forecasting system and achieve
an adequate spread in the analysis and first guess. ICON-EU forecasts have a horizontal
grid-spacing of 6.5 km and deep convection is parametrized.
The two simulations VISCONV and CONV employ the KENDA system of DWD (see
Sect. 2.1.3) with hourly cycling to construct the analysis (combination of observations
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and first guess) and 40 ensemble members. Additionally, a deterministic analysis is computed using the Kalman gain from the ensemble mean (Eq. 2.17). In total 40+1 analyses
are computed in each cycle. The analyses are computed using two sets of observations.
Only conventional observations are assimilated in the quasi-operational simulation CONV,
consisting of synoptic surface station, radiosonde, aircraft, and wind profiler observations
(Fig. 3.2). VISCONV uses all the observations of CONV and additionally includes 0.6 µm
SEVIRI solar reflectance observations from EUMETSAT’s geostationary MSG satellite
from 6 to 17 UTC (UTC + 2h = CEST). For the assimilation of solar reflectances, an
observation error of σobs ≈0.14 is assumed with a horizontal localisation scale lh =35 km.
Additionally, superobbing is applied with a superobbing radius lso =12 km. Therefore, a
superobbed observation is the average of 4×2 satellite pixels (see Sect. 2.1.2). In both
simulations, latent heat nudging is on.
The two deterministic VISCONV and CONV
analyses are starting points for the deterministic 24T AIREP
T TEMP
h forecasts. Forecast initialisation is every 6 hours
0
1000
at 0, 6, 12 and 18 UTC.
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smaller than for the 0.8 µm channel (VIS008) that would also be available from SEVIRI.
Additionally, we use the 10.8 µm thermal infrared window channel (IR108). At this
wavelength, the signal is not strongly affected by gaseous absorption within the atmosphere
and mainly determined by emission from the ground and clouds at all heights.
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clouds (including the peak in the distribution)
are in the linear regime. Only for very thick
clouds (LWP> 1 kg/m2 ) the signal is saturated
and for very thin clouds the signal from the
albedo dominates.
Model equivalent of solar reflectance
VISOP uses the fast 1D radiative transfer (RT)
method MFASIS (Scheck et al., 2016) to compute model equivalents for visible satellite images from the ICON model state. The basic
principle of MFASIS is described in Sect. 2.2.1.
MFASIS is based on a compressed lookup table
(LUT), computed using the DISORT solver,
where the aerosol optical depth (AOD) is assumed to be zero. However, it is possible to
consider aerosols or different kinds of ice habits
for the computation of the MFASIS LUT (results in section 4.3.2). VISOP takes the slant
satellite viewing angle into account (tilted independent column approximation of Wapler
and Mayer (2008)). VISOP can account for
the most important 3D RT effect by using
the cloud top inclination correction (CTI) described in Scheck et al. (2018). The surface
albedo values required as input for MFASIS
are taken from the RTTOV-BRDF Atlas (Vidot et al., 2018).
The simulations in Chapt. 4 use reff directly
as input from the model microphysics scheme
to ensure consistency between RRTM, the microphysics and MFASIS. In the assimilation
experiment, reff is parameterised as defined in
Sect. 2.3.2.
In both experiments, ice clouds require some
adjustments, as will be motivated in the following. Rain droplets, hail and graupel particles are assumed to be much larger than cloud
droplets and cloud ice particles in the model.
Therefore, for the same mass they are also
much less effective in scattering radiation and
are thus neglected in the forward operators.
Model snow particles can be small enough to
cause non-negligible scattering effects (see discussion in Hogan et al., 2001). The distinction

Figure 3.4: Domain averaged model
output of SIM I and IV using two
microphysics schemes (Sect. 3.1.1) for
binned layers (∆h=250m). From top to
bottom: LWC , IWC , clcall , clcgs , clcsgs
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between snow and cloud ice particles in the model is rather artificial. Interestingly, the twomoment scheme produces twice as much ice water content than the one-moment scheme
and additionally more subgrid-scale ice clouds. (Fig. 3.4). This is to the expense of snow
because the sum of ice and snow is comparable in both parametrizations. As an approximation, one can construct a frozen phase whose total mass, qitot , is the sum of the diagnosed
ice water content (grid and subgrid-scale) and snow content (only grid scale available) and
whose ”effective effective radius”,
tot
ri,eff
=

qitot
,
(qidia /ri,eff + qs /rs,eff )

(3.1)

is defined using the simulated effective radii of cloud ice ri,eff and snow rs,eff . The effective
radii for ice and snow are calculated under the assumption that both hydrometeors behave
as randomly-oriented needles, and using the mass-size relationships, size distributions and
number concentrations from the microphysics (for details see Fu et al. 1997 and Muskatel
et al. 2021). This approximation assumes that the optical thickness of the frozen phase is
equal to the sum of the optical thicknesses of the ice and snow phases, similar as Senf and
Deneke (2017). The approximation becomes exact in case of wavelengths much smaller
than the hydrometeors size (optical limit), and therefore it is quite appropriate for visible
channels.
In general, we use the diagnosed cloud water- and ice content including subgrid contributions as input for VISOP (see Sect. 2.3.2). If no subgrid-scale cloud is diagnosed in
a particular grid box, then qxdia = qx , where x could be either water or ice. We assume no
differences in the microphysical and optical properties of grid and subgrid clouds, so that
the effective radius calculation is the same for both cases.
Calibration of solar reflectance observation
An accurate calibration is a prerequisite for using satellite observations, but unfortunately
the calibration of SEVIRI VIS006 is uncertain. Meirink et al. (2013), for example, found
a bias of - 8 % for VIS006 during the years 2004 to 2008 by comparing MSG SEVIRI
and MODIS (Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) Aqua observations. This
calibration factor is also used for data assimilation experiments (Robs / = 0.92). In the
hindcast simulations, the approach to find a suitable bias correction by minimising the
average difference between probability density functions (PDF) of observed and simulated
solar reflectance is used. This gives a deviation of -13 % between observations and the
reference simulation, which can be partly contributed to a calibration offset (observation
too dark) and a model/operator bias. Through this approach, the highest observed and
simulated solar reflectances are in better accordance and the model changes can be more
easily examined.
Model equivalent of infrared brightness temperature
To derive SEVIRI infrared brightness temperature from the model state, we use the efficient
methods implemented in the RTTOV 12.1 package (Saunders et al., 2018) that is used by
many weather services.
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For the evaluation, we follow Marseille and Stoffelen (2017) and apply both operators
at the full model resolution. Afterwards, these synthetic satellite images are interpolated
to observation space to avoid additional representativeness errors (see Sect. 2.1.2).
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Figure 3.5: 0.6 µm SEVIRI solar reflectance (VIS006) (a) and 10.8 µm SEVIRI
brightness temperature (IR108) (b) against fraction of incoming global horizontal
irradiance (GHI/(cos(sza) E0 )) in May/June 2016 at 12 UTC. Here, E0 (solar constant) is
assumed to be 1367 W/m2 and the number of collocated observations at pyranometer
stations is 3365.

3.2.2

Global horizontal irradiance

Observation
Global horizontal irradiance (GHI) at the earth’s surface is the total amount of shortwave
radiation and includes both direct normal irradiance (DNI) and diffuse horizontal irradiance (DHI). Deutscher Wetterdienst operates a dense network of GHI observations across
Germany. GHI is an hourly average and is evaluated at 122 pyranometer surface stations
(Fig. 3.1). The accuracy of the observations depends on the instruments: 26 stations are
equipped with secondary standard CM-11 and CM-21 pyranometers and 96 stations utilize
SCAnning Pyrheliometer/Pyranometer. For evaluation, only observed GHI-values greater
than 75 W/m−2 are considered as suggested by Behrens et al. (2005).
One would expect visible reflectance to provide more information on the transmittance
of solar radiation to the surface than infrared radiances, as attenuation and scattering properties strongly dependents on the cloud water path. Visible reflectances should therefore be
more strongly correlated with the incoming radiation at the surface than infrared brightness temperatures. This is confirmed by Fig. 3.5, which displays the correlation between
the observed signals of the two satellite channels and normalized hourly averages of the
global horizontal irradiance GHI measured at 122 DWD pyranometer stations (Fig. 3.1).
There is indeed a strong negative correlation of solar reflectance with surface radiation,
with a correlation coefficient ρobs = -0.75 (Fig. 3.5a). It can be assumed that the true
correlation of reflectance and GHI is even closer to -1 given that the comparison of the two
quantities is also affected by the following factors: (1) the instantaneous solar reflectance
is compared to the hourly-averaged quantity GHI, (2) reflectance is averaged over pixels
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while GHI is a point measurement and (3) 3D radiative transfer effects affect reflectance
and GHI in different ways. For constant water content, surface radiation should not be
strongly correlated with the cloud top height or temperature. However, as many high
clouds are caused by convection and these clouds contain large amounts of water, there
is also some correlation between brightness temperature and surface radiation (Fig. 3.5b),
but it is weaker (ρobs = 0.62) than for the visible reflectances. These results indicate that
improving model forecasts of solar reflectance will also improve model forecasts of surface
irradiance.
Model equivalent
The model’s radiative transfer scheme RRTM (see Sect. 2.2.1) simulates DNI and DHI
(Mlawer et al., 1997, Mlawer and Clough, 1997). Global horizontal irradiance is the sum
of both contributions.
In Sect. 5.4.1, the error dependencies between solar reflectance and global horizontal
irradiance are shown. In order to reduce sampling errors (e.g. moving clouds) a superobservation is computed for solar reflectance by averaging the nine nearest satellite pixels
to a Pyranometer station.

3.2.3

Precipitation and conventional observations

This thesis uses quality controlled radar-derived hourly precipitation rates (mm/h) of
DWD’s so-called RY product (DWD, 2020b, 2021d). Radar reflectivity is observed at
17 operational weather radars with a spatial and temporal resolution of 1 km x 1 km and 5
min, respectively and a spatial extend of 900 km x 900 km. The hourly precipitation rate
is a prognostic variable in the ICON model. Precipitation can be divided into three categories depending on the precipitation rate rr [ mm/h]: light and measurable (0.1<rr<0.5),
moderate (0.5≤rr< 4) and heavy precipitation (rr≥4) (Koppe and Stozek, 1999).
Conventional observations are prognostic variables and are explicitly computed by the
model. We exclude AIREP temperature observations for the evaluation because these observations exhibit systematic errors, depending on the individual aircraft (see, e.g. Necker
et al. (2018)). Furthermore, AIREP relative humidity observations are excluded because
the number of observations is very small (Fig. 3.2).

3.3

Evaluation method

A set of metrics is applied for the model evaluation. In both parts of this thesis, the
evaluation domain (red rectangle in Fig. 3.1) is smaller than the ICON-D2 domain to
exclude nesting effects at the domain boundaries and signals from snow-covered alps that
exhibit reflectances similar to clouds. In the first study, probability density functions are
helpful to better understand the model representation of clouds. The comparison of PDFs
highlights systematic deviations and reveals shortcomings of the model. The number of
bins N of the PDFs is 50, with R∈[0,1] and BT∈[200,310] K. From that, we define the
cloudiness (C) as the fraction of pixels in which the solar reflectance is higher than a
threshold value Rc of 0.2. This value is an upper limit for clear-sky reflectance in the
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considered verification domain (Fig. 3.6). Violin plots are used to visualize the daily bin-bybin deviation of the PDF (deviation computed for each day d and bin n) from the reference
obs
sim
run and model/operator sensitivity experiments: PDF
n,d = P(R)n,d − P(R)n,d . This allows
for a consistent comparison of VISOP and model uncertainty, by examining the median
deviation (the mean is always zero), the interquartile range (difference between 75th and
25th percentile) as a measure for variability and the range as the extent of deviations. We
further analyze clouds by constructing contoured 2D PDF plots of brightness temperature
and solar reflectance, comparable to the ISCCP-approach (Rossow and Schiffer, 1991)
or to contoured frequency by altitude diagrams (CFADs, Yuter and Houze Jr (1995)) of
radar observations. We use the US. Standard Atmosphere 1962 (Sissenwine et al., 1962) to
classify brightness temperatures into three cloud categories (low, middle and high clouds) as
defined in the International Cloud Atlas (Cohn, 2017). In the US Standard Atmosphere,
the surface temperature is 288 K and the (wet) temperature lapse rate is 0.65 K/100 m,
leading to temperature ranges of T > 275 K for the surface and low clouds, 275 K ≤ T ≤
243 K for middle clouds and T < 243 K for high clouds.
To assess the influence of solar reflectance assimilation on analysis and forecast skill,
the following commonly-used metrics are calculated: The Mean Absolute Error
MAE =

N
1 X
|mi − oi |,
N i=1

(3.2)

where m and o represent the model and observation, respectively, the Mean Difference
N
1 X
MD =
mi − oi ,
N i=1

(3.3)

the Root Mean Squared Error
N
1 X
RMSE = [
(mi − oi )2 ]
N i=1

1/2

,

and the Fractions Skill Score (Roberts and Lean, 2008)
P
1
(Pm − Po )2
N
,
FSS = 1 − 1 P W 2 P
2]
[
P
+
P
m
o
W
W
N

(3.4)

(3.5)

where Px is the fraction of pixels exceeding a certain threshold and W is the number of
spatial windows in the domain.
The Pearson’s correlation coefficient
ρ=

cov(m, o)
σm σo

(3.6)

is computed from the covariance cov between model and observation and the correpsonding
standard deviations σx . Surface irradiance error evolution follows the diurnal cycle. In
order to give a fair comparison of predicting surface irradiance in the presence of clouds,
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the normalized Mean Absolute Error is computed via
MAE
nMAE = PN
.
o
i
i=1

(3.7)

Furthermore, the Percentage Improvement (PI, following Schraff et al. (2016)) is computed between our reference simulation CONV and VISCONV:
PI =

CONV − VISCONV
.
CONV

(3.8)

A positive value indicates an improvement in VISCONV with respect to the considered
metric.
Finally, four categories should be defined using joint distribution to quantify the error
reduction in the 2D cloud field. The four combinations are computed between observation
and first guess and between observation and analysis at each data assimilation step:
CN correctly negative: Robs < Rcs and Rmodel < Rcs
H hit: Robs ≥ Rcs and Rmodel ≥ Rcs
M miss: Robs ≥ Rcs and Rmodel < Rcs
FA false alarm: Robs < Rcs and Rmodel ≥ Rcs
Rcs is the clear-sky reflectance.
One can employ a fixed reflectance
threshold to distinguish cloudy from clearsky pixels (see description above). This approximation excludes all clear-sky pixels but
also some semi-transparent clouds (particularly over the ocean). Fig. 3.6 shows the
clear-sky reflectance Rcs distribution.
Another approach that is used in
Sect. 5.2.1 is to exploit the clear-sky reflectance directly to distinguish a cloudy
from a clear-sky pixel i, if
Ri − Rics < cs .

(3.9)

land
ocean

Figure 3.6: Distribution of clear-sky
reflectance, computed using VISOP and the

Here, a certain error cs must be assumed, RTTOV BRDF-Atlas of the ICON-D2 domain
because the used forward operator is not for July 2019 at 12 UTC.
perfect and no aerosols are considered in the
computation of the analysis and first guess solar reflectance, respectively. As estimated in
Sect. 4.3.2, the clear-sky solar reflectance error introduced by neglecting aerosols is approximately 0.1. In this thesis, cs is assumed to be 0.1 as retrievals from AERONET (Giles
et al., 2019) measurements over Germany give a similar AOD for both investigated periods
(AOD≈0.1 for each satellite pixel).

Chapter 4
Understanding the model
representation of clouds based on
visible and infrared satellite
observations
This chapter demonstrates the benefits of using visible and infrared satellite channels
to evaluate clouds in numerical weather prediction models. Two forward operators are
applied to compute synthetic MSG SEVIRI satellite observations from the model state.
First, two selected days of the period are discussed with clouds on different levels to introduce the approach. Afterwards, the full test period’s statistics reveal systematic deviations between observed and synthetic satellite observations. Different hydrometeor
types and subgrid-scale clouds contribute to the 1D solar reflectance PDF. Their influence is assed to understand the sensitivity of solar reflectances better. Subsequently,
the sensitivity of synthetic satellite images to model and visible operator settings is estimated, and for solar reflectances, the model and operator uncertainties are compared.
1.0
0.8

Investigation period

A 30-day period from 26 May to 24 June 2016
is evaluated, which is dominated by strong
summer-time convection in Germany. In the
beginning, large parts of Europe were affected
by high-impact weather events over almost
two weeks. Atmospheric blocking and interaction of low thermal stability and weak midtropospheric winds were the ingredients for this
exceptional sequence of thunderstorms and related flash floods (Piper et al., 2016). Many
authors have discussed these two weeks (see e.g.
Necker et al. (2020), Bachmann et al. (2020),
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Figure 4.1: Time series of observed and
simulated cloudiness at 12 UTC during
period (26 May - 24 June 2016). The
cloudiness is defined as the fraction of
pixels where 0.6 µm SEVIRI solar
reflectance R>0.2.
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Keil et al. (2019), Necker et al. (2018), Zeng et al. (2018)). In the subsequent weeks (10. 24. June), the wind direction changed to south-westerly flow, advecting warm and humid
air masses from the Atlantic and the Mediterranean to Germany and supporting cloud
formation (Fig. 4.1). In general, the simulated cloudiness (defined in section 3.3) is predominantly overestimated, leading to a period mean observed and simulated cloudiness
of 0.73 and 0.76, respectively. This convective period with high cloud cover at different
levels is well suited to examine the cloud climatology and its sensitivity to cloud-related
parameterisations.
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Figure 4.2: (Regional) distribution of 0.6 µm SEVIRI solar reflectance (left) and
10.8 µm SEVIRI brightness temperature (right) and their corresponding distribution for
29 May at 12 UTC. Different colors in the colorbar indicate for solar reflectances
approximately: clear-sky R∈(0.2), semi-transparent to medium thick clouds R∈[0.2,0.5)
and thick clouds R∈[0.5,1] and for brightness temperature: clear-sky and low level-clouds
BT∈[300,275), mid-level clouds BT∈[243,275] and high-clouds (243,210]. The numbers in
the legend of (e) indicate the cloudiness, i.e. the fraction of pixels exceeding a reflectance
of 0.2. (EUMETSAT)
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Visible and infrared satellite observations
Selected cases

In this section, two days of the period are discussed to illustrate the methodology of
evaluating clouds using visible and infrared satellite channels. On the first one (29 May),
deep convection and severe thunderstorms occurred leading to a flash flood that caused
severe damage in Braunsbach, a small town in the south-western part of Germany. The
second one (02 June) was dominated by low-level clouds. According to Piper et al. (2016),
warm, moist and unstable air masses characterized both days. However, large-scale ascent
dominated on 29 May and subsidence on 02 June.
Figure 4.2 shows the VIS006 and IR108 satellite images, together with the corresponding distributions of solar reflectance and brightness temperatures on 29 May 2016. The
VIS006 satellite image (Fig. 4.2a & 4.2c) shows the early stage of a cyclogenesis over Germany, characterized by a prominent vortex structure, in both the observation and model
simulation. However, the feature is shifted to the south-west in the simulation. The relatively high cloudiness of 88 % in the observation and 89 % in the simulation leads to a
relatively uniform distribution of observed solar reflectances (Fig. 4.2e). Overall, the agreement between observed and simulated visible histograms is relatively good given that the
model is forced towards the current weather only through the boundary conditions. The
vortex structure of the cyclogenesis is also apparent in the IR108 observation (Fig. 4.2b),
but the simulation shows clear systematic errors. In the simulation, the cloud pattern is
dominated by relatively high ice clouds (Fig. 4.2d), which are less frequent in the observations. The histogram confirms this picture: The signal of high clouds is overestimated
in the simulations, whereas the signal of medium clouds is underestimated by 40 %.
On 02 June 2016, boundary layer clouds dominated in both the observation and simulation (Fig. 4.3b&d). Additionally, superimposed ice clouds are observed in some regions.
The simulated IR108 distribution fits the observed one relatively well on this day (Fig.
4.3f). In the visible satellite image (Fig. 4.3a&c), a high cloudiness is apparent, with
87 % in the observation and 91 % in the simulation. Different to 29 May, however, the
distribution (Fig. 4.3e) reveals an overestimation of medium-thick clouds, together with
an underestimation of thick clouds (R>0.6).
The examples discussed above show that the examination of a single channel (VIS or
IR) can lead to opposite conclusions with respect to forecast quality. The agreement of
the histograms for 29 May is good in the visible range but not in the IR. The opposite
is observed for the 02 June. This shows that both channels provide complementary information. In the following, we show that further information can be obtained by using
the combined information of both channels in 2D PDF plots of brightness temperature
and reflectance. We have already discussed how the IR histogram shows an overestimation
of high clouds on the 29 May. The combined histograms (Fig. 4.4a & 4.4c) provide the
additional information that this overestimation of clouds mostly happens for thick clouds
(R>0.6). This indicates that the model produced too strong deep convection.
On 02 June, where lower clouds dominated the scene, the observation and simulations
agree on the vertical location of the shallow cumulus clouds (Fig. 4.4b & 4.4d). However,
solar reflectances are primarily distributed around 0.7 in the observation and around 0.5
in the simulation. Compared to the 1D reflectance histogram, the 2D PDF provides the
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additional information that the systematic reflectance errors are related to low clouds.
These two days with predominantly deep convective clouds (29 May) and low clouds (02
June) are exemplarily for different cloud types and formation processes. Their evaluation
therefore illustrates the benefit of combining a visible and an infrared channel.

4.2.2

VIS006 and IR108 statistics for the full period

The analysis of individual cases presented above illustrates certain characteristics, but
longer periods are required to identify systematic model deficiencies. To address this, we
now present results for the 30-day period. The observed mean VIS006 solar reflectance
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Figure 4.3: (Regional) distribution of 0.6 µm SEVIRI solar reflectance (left) and
10.8 µm SEVIRI brightness temperature (right) and their corresponding distribution for
02 June 2016 at 12 UTC. Different colors in the colorbar indicate for solar reflectances
approximately: clear-sky R∈(0.2), semi-transparent to medium thick clouds R∈[0.2,0.5)
and thick clouds R∈[0.5,1] and for brightness temperature: clear-sky and low level-clouds
BT∈[300,275), mid-level clouds BT∈[243,275] and high-clouds (243,210]. The numbers in
the legend of (e) indicate the cloudiness, i.e. the fraction of pixels exceeding a reflectance
of 0.2. (EUMETSAT)
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distribution at 12 UTC reveals a clear-sky peak at low reflectance values (R ∈ [0, 0.2]), a
nearly uniform distribution for higher reflectances (R ∈ [0.2,0.8]) and a sharp decrease for
reflectances higher than 0.8 (Fig. 4.5a). The distribution of the reference simulation overall
looks similar, but shows some deviations from the flat plateau seen for the observations,
with a surplus of clouds around a reflectance 0.5. Fig. 4.5b presents a histogram of
the 30-day mean IR108-BT at 12 UTC. There are generally too many clouds with low
brightness temperatures (BT<240K). This, together with an underestimation of mid-level
clouds in our ICON simulations is a well known issue that has been found for many global
circulation or weather prediction models using forward operators or retrievals for evaluation
(e.g. Illingworth et al., 2007, Pfeifer et al., 2010, Böhme et al., 2011, Franklin et al., 2013,
Keller et al., 2016) . Zhang et al. (2005) discusses possible reasons for the lack in midlevel clouds and concluded that physical deficiencies in the model might introduce these
systematic deviations. The distribution further reveals a clear-sky bias, where the model
underpredicts high BT values.
In general, the statistics for the full period, as shown by the 2D PDFs in Fig. 4.5c
& 4.5d, indicates that the model and observation distributions have similar structures.
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Noticeable differences in the distribution occur in boundary-layer clouds. The increase in
solar reflectance with decreasing brightness temperature (increasing height) is noticeably
steeper in the observations (indicated by dashed white lines in the plots). This means
that thick boundary-layer clouds consistently reach higher levels in the observations, and
suggests that shallow convection is too weak in the model. The 2D PDFs further indicate
that the surplus of clouds around a reflectance of 0.5 in the model is related to boundary
layer clouds, revealing a deficiency in the model representation of liquid water clouds. In
addition, the simulation lacks in producing enough mid-level clouds at all solar reflectances.
Finally, a secondary maximum at low BTs and high solar reflectance (R≈0.8) is apparent
in the simulations but not in the observations. This maximum mainly corresponds to deep
convective and precipitating clouds, which are either too active or produce too much ice,
similar to 29 May. High-level clouds (cirrus as well as iced cloud tops) and low-level clouds
are generally overestimated.
The combined histograms clearly show important shortcomings in shallow and deep
convection. Combined histograms can thus provide additional information on the nature
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of the systematic errors evident in the 1d histograms, and very valuable information for
model development, showing which model configuration produces more realistic clouds.

4.3

Sensitivity of synthetic VIS006 and IR108 satellite observations

4.3.1

Contributions of different clouds to the reflectance distribution
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For understanding the sensitivity of the
synthetic visible satellite images to changes
in operator settings and model modifications, it is helpful to determine the contribution of different hydrometeor types and
subgrid-scale clouds to the reflectance histogram of the reference run (Fig. 4.5a).
Figure 4.6 shows the observed and simulated VIS006 solar reflectance distribution
(OBS and REF are the same as in Fig.
4.5a), the distribution that results from
taking only grid-scale clouds into account
(REF-grid) and several distributions obtained by using only certain types or combinations of hydrometeors. By comparing
the contribution of a certain cloud type, e.g.
REF − REF-grid for the subgrid clouds, to
the deviation of REF from OBS, one can infer if tuning (i.e. slightly changing) parameters related to this cloud type in the model
or the operator could be helpful to reduce
REF − OBS. The shapes of the curves can
provide further information on this question. Cloudiness values C are provided for
each case in Fig. 4.6 to better quantify the
relative importance of different cloud contributions.
Grid-scale clouds only lead to a distribution with a nearly flat plateau between reflectances 0.3 and 0.7, a feature that is also
found in the distribution of the observed reflectances. However, the fraction of cloud
pixels would decrease from C = 0.76 to
0.5 if only grid-scale clouds were present.
Adding subgrid clouds results in much bet-
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Figure 4.6: 0.6 µm SEVIRI solar reflectance
PDFs (top) for the test period computed for
the observations (OBS) and the reference
experiment (REF). The additional distributions
were computed using only the grid-scale clouds
(REF-grid), only the water clouds (REF-W)
and only the ice clouds (REF-IS) of the
reference experiment, respectively. For the red
line (REF-WI) water and ice clouds are taken
into account. The numbers in the legend
indicate the cloudiness. Differences between
0.6 µm SEVIRI solar reflectance PDFs
(bottom) obtained for the reference run using
the above mentioned model output only and
standard settings.
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ter agreement with the observed value of C = 0.73. It is thus essential to take these additional subgrid clouds into account. However, the imperfect parameterisation of subgrid
clouds also contributes to deviations in the shape of the distribution: While the distributions of the observations and the grid-scale clouds only simulation exhibit a relatively
flat plateau, the addition of subgrid clouds leads to a histogram curve with a pronounced
maximum at 0.5 and a minimum at 0.7.
When only water clouds are used as input to the operator (REF-W), the cloudiness falls
off from C = 0.76 to C = 0.70. Primarily, reflectances larger than 0.5 become slightly
less frequent. In contrast, taking only ice clouds (including snow) into account (REF-IS)
has a more substantial impact on the histogram and results in much smaller cloudiness
of C = 0.29. Water clouds thus play a much more substantial role for the reflectance
distribution than ice clouds. This result is not surprising as the ice water path is much
smaller than the liquid water path and additionally larger ice particles are less effective in
scattering light than smaller water droplets (Fig. 3.3a).
In both the water-only and the ice-only cases, the corresponding subgrid clouds are
included. The water-only curve (REF-W) shows the same deviation from the plateau-like
shape of the observed distribution as the curve computed for all clouds (REF), but the iceonly curve (REF-IS) does not. Thus, it seems that the subgrid water cloud parameterisation
needs to be improved to get better agreement in the histogram shapes. Finally, ignoring
the simulated snow content (REF-WI) has a small, but detrimental effect. This emphasizes
the need for including snow in the computation of the RT input variables as discussed in
section 3.2.1.

4.3.2

Estimated uncertainty of the visible forward operator

Forward operators use fast, approximate RT methods and rely on the limited information
that is available from the NWP model. Due to missing 3D RT effects and missing information (e.g. on unresolved cloud properties) their output is to some extent uncertain.
While forward operators for thermal infrared channels have been available for some time
and their uncertainties have been investigated in several studies (e.g. Senf and Deneke,
2017, Saunders et al., 2017, 2018), no such information is available for visible channels. In
the following, the uncertainty related to what we regard as the most critical error sources
will be estimated by varying the corresponding operator settings.
The potential sources of uncertainty to be investigated are related to missing 3D RT
effects, unknown or inconsistent overlap statistics of subgrid-scale clouds, the spatial and
temporal variation of aerosols and the shape of cloud ice particles. To estimate upper limits
of the uncertainty in the reflectance distribution related to these sources, we repeated the
computation of visible reflectances applying VISOP to the reference simulation with deactivated cloud top inclination (CTI) parameterisation, random instead of random-maximum
subgrid cloud overlap, and aerosols or a different kind of ice habit included in the MFASIS LUT. The deviations in the reflectance distribution for the reference run caused by
changing these operator settings are shown in Fig. 4.7.
The subgrid cloud overlap assumptions would not be a source of operator uncertainty
if the assumptions in the NWP model and the operator were entirely consistent. However,
the near-operational version of ICON employed to perform the model runs for this study
uses inconsistent overlap assumptions in the infrared and visible part of the spectrum.
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This inconsistency will likely be corrected in future versions, but at the moment, it means
that the operator cannot be entirely consistent with the model. The deviation in the
reflectance distribution caused by changing the assumption from maximum-random to
random in the operator (orange line in Fig. 4.7) can be regarded as an upper limit for
the impact. Changing the assumption shifts the peak around R=0.5 (which is related
to subgrid clouds, as discussed in Sect. 4.3.1) to higher reflectances, but has not much
influence on reflectances larger than 0.7.
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Missing or imperfectly modelled 3D RT
effects are likely the source of uncertainty
that is most difficult to quantify. According to Scheck et al. (2018) the most important 3D effect is related to the inclination
of the cloud top surface, which influences
the observed reflectance. The parts of the
cloud top surface tilted towards the sun appear brighter and those tilted away from
the sun darker. The cloud top inclination
correction (CTI, see Scheck et al., 2018) accounting for this effect has been shown to
reduce the error with respect to full 3D RT
calculations and is included in the reference
run. The main effect of the CTI on the reflectance histogram is to reduce the slope
at the high reflectance end of the distribution and to bring it in better agreement
with observations. Switching off the CTI
leads to a too steep decline of the distribution at high reflectances, which is visible
as a double peak structure at R > 0.8 in
Fig. 4.7. Other 3D RT effects like cloud
shadows may also play a role, in particular
for larger zenith angles. However, by focusing on observations near local noon, their
influence should be minimized.
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Figure 4.7: PDFs (top) and differences
(bottom) between 0.6 µm SEVIRI solar
reflectance PDFs obtained for the reference run
with modified operator settings and standard
settings. The modified settings are switching off
the cloud top inclination, using random instead
of maximum-random subgrid cloud overlap,
including aerosols with an optical depth of 0.1
and changing the cloud ice particle habit to
solid columns. For comparison also the
difference between observation and reference
run histogram is shown (dashed curve).

According to retrievals based on measurements at AERONET stations (see Giles
et al., 2019) in Germany, the mean AOD in
June 2016 was in the range 0.06 to 0.12 at
a wavelength of 675 nm, which is similar to
the wavelength of the visible channel considered here. To estimate the impact of these aerosols on the reflectance histogram, an
MFASIS LUT was computed that includes aerosols (the ”continental clean” aerosol mixture available in libRadtran, see Emde et al. 2016) with an optical depth of 0.1. Including
aerosols in the MFASIS LUT, i.e. taking direct aerosols effect into account, influences
the reflectance histogram in two ways. In clear-sky conditions, the reflectance increases
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because aerosols scatter photons to the satellite, whereas in cloudy conditions, aerosols
scatter photons out of their path towards the satellite. In the presence of aerosols the
high reflectance end of the distribution is thus shifted towards lower reflectances and the
low reflectance end towards higher reflectances. Shifting the pronounced ground peak in
the distribution causes a double peak structure at low reflectances in Fig. 4.7, whereas
shifting the flat high reflectance end only causes a single negative peak. In general, the
error introduced by direct aerosol effects for events like (Saharan) dust outbreaks can be
higher, and could potentially lead to significant errors in solar reflectances. Days affected
by such events, which did not occur during our test period, should thus be excluded from
model evaluation studies.
Finally, the shape of cloud ice particles is also an uncertain factor that influences the
reflectances distribution. Changing the shapes quite strongly from the baum v36 general
habit mixture (Baum et al., 2014) to solid columns (using the optical properties by Yang
et al. 2005) basically only affects the highest reflectances, which are slightly reduced. The
ice habit is thus not likely to cause large uncertainties in the reflectance distribution for
our test period, which is characterized by a high low-level cloud cover and overlaying semitransparent cirrus clouds. For periods with more and thicker ice clouds the uncertainties
could be higher.

4.3.3

Sensitivity to model settings

Figure 4.8 shows the deviations of the reflectance and BT distributions computed for
model runs using modified settings (see Sect. 3.1) with respect to the reference run. In
general, these deviations are of similar magnitude as the systematic deviations between
the observations and the model equivalents for the reference run discussed in section 4.2.2
(see dashed curve in Fig. 4.8). In section 4.2.2, we identified several reasons for systematic
deviations between the simulations and observations: An underestimation of thick clouds
(R in [0.6,0.8]), a too low boundary layer height, too many high clouds and an insufficient
representation of low-level water clouds. As further analysed in Sect. 4.3.1, we found that
the discrepancy in low-level clouds mainly arises from subgrid water clouds (R in [0.3,0.6]).
Figure 4.8a shows the effect of model modifications on the reflectance distribution. The
first modification (experiment II), reducing the effective radii by increasing the updraft
velocity and thus also the number of cloud condensation nuclei, leads to more thick clouds
with R > 0.7 and less thin clouds with R < 0.5. Changing the subgrid cloud parameters
(experiment III) or reinforcing shallow convection (experiment IV) has a qualitatively
similar but much stronger impact on the reflectance distribution. Pixels with dense clouds
become more numerous and the number of pixels with thin to medium clouds is reduced.
These changes are larger than the deviations of the reference run (experiment I) from the
observation (dashed line in Fig. 4.8a). In case of the modified shallow convection, the
cloudiness increases from 0.76 to 0.8, which means that the deviation from the observed
value of 0.73 is considerably larger.
Switching to the double-moment microphysics scheme (experiment V) mainly moves
pixels with very high reflectances (R > 0.8) to somewhat lower reflectance values between
0.6 and 0.8 and increases the cloudiness slightly. Thin to intermediate clouds (0.2 < R <
0.6) are only weakly affected. Still using the two-moment scheme but turning off subgridscale ice clouds (experiment VI) slightly decreases the cloudiness but basically leads to the
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same distribution as experiment V. Hence, ice subgrid-scale clouds cannot be responsible for
the surplus of pixels with solar reflectances around R = 0.5 that was attributed to subgrid
clouds in Sect. 4.3.1. Finally, reducing the subgrid-scale water clouds experiment VII) in
addition leads to much larger changes, with negative peaks around R = 0.5 and R = 0.8 and

OBS (C=0.73)
REF (C=0.76)
OBS-REF (C=0.73)
(II) smaller reff (C=0.77)
(III) modified subgrid clouds (C=0.76)
(IV) stronger shallow conv. (C=0.80)
(V) 2-mom. scheme (C=0.78)
(VI) like (V) without subgrid ice (C=0.76)
(VII) like (VI) with less subgrid water clouds (C=0.64)
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Figure 4.8: PDFs (top) in 0.6 µm SEVIRI solar reflectance (left) and 10.8 µm SEVIRI
brightness temperature (right) and differences (bottom) in solar reflectance and brightness
temperature PDFs between perturbed model simulations and the reference run. The
perturbed model settings are (II) increased cloud droplet number concentration (smaller
effective radius) by increasing the updraft velocity at activation, (III) modified
distribution of turbulent subgrid liquid clouds (less and thicker subgrid clouds), (IV)
stronger shallow-convection parameterisation by doubling the thickness of the thickest
unresolved cloud, (V) simulation with the two-moment scheme, (VI) like (V) without
subgrid-ice clouds and (VII) like (VI) and reduced number of subgrid-scale liquid clouds.
For comparison also the difference between observation and reference run histogram is
shown (dashed curve).
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positive values for R < 0.35. These changes point into the right direction to mitigate the
deviations of the reference run (dashed line in Fig. 4.8a). However, here the modification is
too strong as cloudiness is dramatically underpredicted in this case (C = 0.64). Compared
to visible reflectances, the changes in the BT distribution introduced by modified model
settings are more difficult to interpret because the signal depends on cloud optical depth as
well as on cloud top height. The modifications in experiments II and III only affect water
clouds and thus only lead to changes at higher BTs. These changes are relatively small
compared to those required to correct the deviations of the reference run (dashed line).
Making shallow convection stronger (experiment IV) has a stronger impact and increases
the number of pixels with BT between 250K and 275K at the expense of those with higher
values. Switching to the double-moment scheme (experiment V) increases the number of
middle to very high clouds for BT<270 K, and introduces a substantial reduction of the
clear-sky and low-level cloud signal (BT around 280 K). These changes indicate that the
two-moment scheme generates even more dense ice clouds than the one-moment scheme
in the reference run, which already predicts too many of these clouds. These high clouds
obscure lower clouds and the surface, which leads to less pixels with high BTs. Switching
off subgrid ice clouds in the two-moment simulation (experiment VI) reveals that the peak
around BT = 220 K is related to grid-scale clouds in the double-moment scheme, and
the distribution of middle clouds is more like the single-moment simulation. Additionally
modifying the subgrid liquid water clouds (experiment VII) again mainly affects the clearsky and lower-level cloud signal.
Comparing the changes in the reflectance and BT distribution that were introduced
by modified model settings within their estimated uncertainty leads to the following interpretation: The reflectance distribution is mainly affected by changes to water clouds
and is only weakly influenced by changes to ice clouds. In contrast, the BT distribution is
most strongly affected by changes in the ice clouds, but modified water clouds also have
some influence on higher BTs. The distinct changes in the distributions caused by the
individual model modifications allow to assess which modification could be useful to mitigate deviations from the observed distributions. The results shown in Fig. 4.8a indicate
that a modified version of experiment VII with weaker modifications or a combination of
II, III and IV could be able to achieve the corrections required for the reference run, i.e.
to reproduce the dashed line (OBS-REF). In both cases the subgrid water clouds play an
important role. To correct systematic errors in the reflectance distributions it therefore
seems particularly important to tune or advance the subgrid cloud scheme. While the
reflectance distribution is not sensitive to changes in subgrid ice clouds, these are clearly
important for the BT distribution (compare experiments V and VI in Fig. 4.8a,b). The
combined information from the two parts of the spectrum can thus provide guidance on
optimizing the subgrid cloud scheme.
In contrast to visible reflectances, there is no obvious way to scale or combine the model
modifications in order to eliminate the errors of the reference run in the IR108 channel,
i.e. to reproduce the dashed line in Fig. 4.8b. Additional or different model modifications
appear to be required for this purpose, but the results presented here already indicate that
particular modifications leading to less grid-scale ice clouds are required.
The discussed changes described with 1D distribution become more vivid in 2D PDF
difference plots (Fig. 4.9), combining the two complementary satellite channels. Interest-
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ingly, changing the subgrid-scale water clouds (SIM III) also affects relatively high clouds
(likely mixed-phase), not obvious in the 1D PDF of IR brightness temperature. Switching
to the two-moment scheme much more high ice clouds are observable, because the twomoment produces twice as much ice than the one-moment scheme (Fig. 3.4). Reducing the
subgrid-scale ice clouds (compare SIM V and VI) reduces the probability of high ice and

Figure 4.9: Differences between perturbed model simulations and the reference run in
2D PDFs of 0.6 µm SEVIRI solar reflectance and 10.8 µm SEVIRI brightness temperature
for model settings. The perturbed model settings are (II) increased cloud droplet number
concentration (smaller effective radius) by increasing the updraft velocity at activation,
(III) modified distribution of turbulent subgrid liquid clouds (less and thicker subgrid
clouds), (IV) stronger shallow-convection parameterisation by doubling the thickness of
the thickest unresolved cloud, (V) simulation with the two-moment scheme, (VI) like (V)
without subgrid-ice clouds and (VII) like (VI) and reduced number of subgrid-scale liquid
clouds. For comparison also the difference in 2D PDF between observation and is shown.
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middle clouds, while low clouds’ probability is enhanced. Therefore, by reducing subgridscale ice clouds, the sensor looks deeper into the atmosphere. A not negligible part of the
medium-high clouds in the observation could be a signal of high ice clouds, for which the
signal is not yet saturated (see Fig. 3.3).
It should be noted that the results presented in this study were obtained for a summer
period, in which the reflectance was clearly dominated by water clouds. For situations
in which ice clouds play a more important role, the visible channel should still provide
better information on the total (liquid and frozen) water content than the infrared channel.
However, it could be more problematic to attribute systematic deviations in the reflectance
histograms to water or ice clouds and the error related to assumptions on the ice habit
may be larger. Using in addition the 1.6.µm channel, which allows for distinguishing water
from ice clouds, may be helpful in these cases.

4.3.4

Sensitivity intercomparison for solar reflectances

The comparison of Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8a already indicates a considerably larger effect of
model modifications compared to that of operator uncertainties on the reflectance distribution for the full test period. To provide a clearer comparison of the impact of model
modifications and operator uncertainties, we computed the individual changes on each day
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Figure 4.10: Distributions of daily bin-by-bin differences from reference run in 0.6 µm
SEVIRI solar reflectance as a measure of uncertainty in the visible forward operator (left)
and the model (right). The modified forward operator settings are switching off the cloud
top inclination (3D effects), using random instead of maximum-random subgrid cloud
overlap (overlap), including aerosols with an optical depth of 0.1 (aerosols) and changing
the cloud ice particle habit to solid columns (ice habits). The perturbed model settings
are (II) increased cloud droplet number concentration (smaller effective radius) by
increasing the updraft velocity at activation, (III) modified distribution of turbulent
subgrid liquid clouds (less and thicker subgrid clouds), (IV) stronger shallow-convection
parameterisation by doubling the thickness of the thickest unresolved cloud, (V)
simulation with the two-moment scheme, (VI) like (V) without subgrid-ice clouds and
(VII) like (VI) and reduced number of subgrid-scale liquid clouds. Horizontal dashed lines
indicates 25th , 50th (median), and 75th percentile.
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of the test period in all of the reflectance bins (see Sect.3.3). The violin plots in Fig. 4.10
show these daily bin-by-bin deviations of the reflectance distribution caused by changes
in the operator settings and model modifications. Figure 4.10 indicates that also for individual days of the test period the changes due to model modifications are much larger
than the ones related to operator uncertainty. The median deviation and the interquartile
range (difference of 75th and 25th percentile) are about one order of magnitude larger for
the model uncertainty. As already mentioned, aerosols will have a much stronger impact
during e.g. dust events, but such events should not be included in test periods for the
evaluation of model clouds.
In general, the operator uncertainties are thus a second-order effect compared to model
modifications. Visible satellite images are therefore well-suited to detect and overcome
model deficiencies and to provide guidance for model tuning. Still, some of the deviations
of the model reflectance distribution could be related to deficiencies of the operator. An
improved cloud top inclination or changes in the cloud ice optical properties could mitigate
some of the deviations at high reflectances and using the correct aerosol optical depth can
particularly improve the low-reflectance end of the distribution (see Fig. 4.7). However,
for a broad range of reflectances between 0.2 and 0.8 it is only the inconsistency in the
overlap assumption that makes the operator results uncertain. As discussed above, this
is actually only a temporary issue related to the current versions of the ICON model. As
soon as the overlap assumptions in the the model are consistent, the correct choice of the
overlap assumption can be regarded as a model setting and model evaluation using visible
reflectances can provide information on suitable choices.

4.4

Summary

In this chapter, visible and infrared satellite observations are used to better understand
the model representation of clouds. Semi-free 30-day convection-permitting hindcast simulations are conducted that are only driven by analysis boundary conditions. In this setup,
clouds freely develop inside the domain without any perturbations from data assimilation.
The evaluation of visible and infrared satellite observations individually reveals systematic deviations in the model representation of clouds. From the perspective of the visible
satellite channel, the model exhibits shortcomings in representing medium-thick to thick
clouds, independently of the used microphysics scheme. This deviation can be attributed
to subgrid-scale water clouds, as sensitivity tests of solar reflectance to different hydrometeors and subgrid-scale clouds demonstrate. Overall, liquid water clouds contribute most
to solar reflectance. Visible satellite observations can therefore be utilised to constrain the
model’s (subgrid-scale) water cloud assumptions. In the infrared, the comparison indicates
that the model generates too many high ice clouds and underestimates mid-level clouds.
Combining the two complementary observation types, solar reflectance and infrared
brightness temperature, reveal an overall similar structure in the 2D distribution of the
simulated and observed clouds. However, additional information on the nature of systematic deviations in the model representation of clouds become apparent in these joint 2D
distributions. This approach synthesises individual deviations in visible and infrared satellite observations and points to inherent model shortcomings. Inherent model shortcomings
are related to the representation of boundary layer (sub-grid) water clouds, shallow and
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deep convection and an excessive production of ice clouds.
Simulations with perturbed cloud-related parameterisation reveal sensitivities of synthetic satellite observations. The perturbed cloud-related parameterisations are uncertain
and modified within their physical plausibility. Changes in the distribution of solar reflectance are mainly related to water clouds assumptions, while changes in the infrared
brightness temperature distribution are mainly related to ice clouds assumptions. Hence,
both satellite channels can provide crucial information to constrain uncertain model parameters. In order to improve the model representation of clouds, the subgrid-scale water
cloud and cloud-ice scheme require modifications.
Furthermore, uncertainties of the visible forward operator are smaller than the present
systematic deviations. Therefore, the visible operator can not cause severe systematic
deviations. The examined uncertainties in VISOP are related to 3D RT effects, aerosols
and ice habits. Cloud top inclination mainly improves the decline of the distribution for
high solar reflectances. Additionally, including aerosols can improve the clear-sky peak
and dampens relatively high solar reflectances. Hence, considering cloud top inclination
and aerosols improves solar reflectance distribution. Assuming solid ice habits instead of
a habit mixture affects mainly high solar reflectances. However, the uncertainty from ice
habits plays only a secondary role for the test period.
Finally, the comparison on a daily basis of model and operator uncertainty proves that
the visible forward operator is accurate enough for evaluation and assimilation. Moreover, the forward operator approach helps understand the model representation of clouds
and points to inherent model shortcomings, particularly by combining two complementary
satellite observations. Hence, this novel approach should be utilised to constrain uncertain
model parameters.

Chapter 5
Assimilation of visible satellite
observations
The previous chapter showed that the visible forward operator is accurate enough for model
cloud evaluation and assimilation. This chapter demonstrates the potential of assimilating
visible satellite channels for convective-scale numerical weather prediction. Two different
simulations for a 1-month period are compared. The simulation CONV resembles the preoperational setup of DWD (in 2020), using only conventional observations to compute the
analysis. VISCONV additionally assimilates visible satellite observations to represent cloud
distribution in the analysis. The impact in the analysis and short-term forecasts in solar
reflectance and cloud distribution by assimilating reflectances is shown. Afterwards, the
simulations of both setups are evaluated against conventional observations. Subsequently,
the influence on 24-h forecasts and the error dependency between solar reflectance and
global horizontal irradiance is presented.

5.1

Investigation period

According to DWD’s Forecasting and consulting centre (after Hess and Brezowsky (1969)),
the first third of the period (July 1 - 08) was dominated by westerly and northwesterly
flow. Behind a cold front moving to the northeast of Europe, relatively humid and warm
sea air was advected to Central Europe. This resulted in locally heavy thunderstorms with
precipitation and hail. Individual fronts moved towards the Alps due to a surface low over
the Balkans and a high over Ireland. Subsequently (July 09 - 17 ), a strong high-pressure
system formed over the Norwegian Sea, which led to a northerly flow over Germany. As
a result, relatively cool air was advected to Germany, leading to rain, especially in the
north and east of Germany. From July 18 onwards, a more westerly flow was established
again, with locally triggered convection and some frontal passages. Warm air masses
were advected and a strong upper-level high-pressure system built up over central Europe,
strengthening in the following days. A low-level high also builds upon. As a result, Western
and Central Europe was hit by an extreme heatwave (July 20-26; (De Villiers, 2020)),
with record temperatures in Germany. Overall, the period was characterised by different
weather conditions, with some sunny days, locally triggered convection, partially heavy
precipitation and frontal passages.
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Figure 5.1: 0.6 µm MSG SEVIRI solar reflectance observation on 19 July 2019 12 UTC
(top) and VISCONV (bottom left) and CONV (bottom right) first guess. (EUMETSAT)
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This section demonstrates an overall
beneficial impact in the analysis and
the first guess by the reflectance assimilation. Figure 5.1 shows the observed and simulated satellite images
of the two setups on 19 July 2019, 12
UTC. In this example, a pronounced
convective cloud over France (blue circle) is also clearly detectable in the
VISCONV 1-h short-term forecast. In
contrast, the CONV setup underestimates the thickness of this cloud. Furthermore, the assimilation of solar reflectance reduces false alarm errors in
the first guess, improving the overall
cloud cover (orange circle: North Sea).
Figure 5.2 shows the period mean
error evolution in solar reflectance during cycling. The reflectance MAE in
the VISCONV analysis is strongly reduced at each analysis time step compared to the 1-h forecast. This indi-
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Figure 5.2: Domain and period mean 0.6 µm MSG
SEVIRI solar reflectance error evolution during data
assimilation (top panel) and the percentage
improvement in the VISCONV vs the CONV first
guess and analyses (bottom panel) in July 2019.
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cates a better representation in cloud distribution and thickness initially. In contrast, using only conventional observations to compute the analysis is unable to reduce reflectance
errors. Accordingly, the average VISCONV solar reflectance analysis error is only half,
compared to CONV.
The average percentage improvement (PI) is still 25 % in short-term forecasts and comparable to Scheck et al.’s (2020) findings for a synoptically and locally-driven convective
day case study. In both simulations, the mean differences (MD) in solar reflectances are
negative but closer to zero in VISCONV than in CONV, particularly during noon. This
implies more cloudy pixels or thicker clouds in VISCONV. Moreover, during the whole
period, reflectance assimilation reduces errors in the analysis and the short-term forecasts
at each data assimilation time step. Hence, a beneficial impact is always apparent, independently of the weather condition. Overall, the assimilation of reflectance substantially
reduces solar reflectance errors initially and in the short-term forecasts.
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Figure 5.3: Frequency of occurrence in correctly negative CN, hits H, miss M and false
alarm FA category in CONV (a) and VISCONV (b). The left bar corresponds to the first
guess and the right bar to the analysis, respectively.

5.2.2

Solar reflection distribution

The solar reflectance error and the reduction discussed above can be caused by incorrect
cloud thickness or by clouds at the wrong location. Four categories were defined in Sect. 3.3
to investigate the error source in solar reflectance and to reveal the dominant process in
error reduction. The following categories are computed for the first guess and analysis,
respectively.
CN: correctly negative , where the observed and simulated pixel is clear-sky
H: hit, where the observed and simulated pixel is cloudy
M: miss, where a cloud is observed but not simulated
FA: false alarm, where a cloud is simulated but not observed
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Figure 5.3 shows the time-averaged frequency in each category. The frequency of occurrence in each category is relatively comparable in the two setups. Nevertheless, the
cloud distribution in VISCONV is in better agreement with the observations, as H and
CN appear more frequent, while the number of M and FA is reduced. Moreover, in each
analysis time step, the cloud distribution is further improved in VISCONV because the
number of correctly negative and hits increases, while M and FA decrease. In CONV,
nearly no modification occurs between first guess and analysis.
These findings are also apparent in reflectance PDFs (Fig. 5.4). In CONV, the shape
of the reflectance distributions is almost identical in the first guess and the analyses. Additionally, if only cloudy pixels are considered (H, FA, M), the distributions show more deviations in the representation of semi-transparent to medium-thick clouds. The reflectance
assimilation improves the agreement in cloud distributions, with quasi no displaced and
thicker clouds in short-term forecasts (FA, M). Additionally, the shape of the simulated
and observed reflectance distribution of cloudy pixels is in better agreement. Both setups
reveal deviations for high solar reflectance values. This deviation is related to the simplified
visible forward operator version used for data assimilation. A sensitivity experiment that
compares a 1D and 3D forward operator is discussed in Sect. 5.5.
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Figure 5.4: Observed and simulated 0.6 µm MSG SEVIRI solar reflectance PDF in
VISCONV (top) and CONV (bottom) first guess fg and analysis ana. The PDFs are
individually computed for hits H, false alarm FA, miss M and correctly negative CN
satellite pixels in July 2019.
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when the solar reflectance is assimilated is
improving cloud thickness (76 %), followed
by reducing miss (15 %) and false alarm er- Figure 5.5: Contribution of each category to
average mean absolute error. The left (right)
rors (9 %).
bar corresponds to the first guess (analysis) of
Data assimilation methods usually asCONV and VISCONV.
sume Gaussian error statistics (e.g. Lorenc
and Hammon (1988)) for both the observations and the first-guess errors. However, the
occurrence of clouds can lead to non-Gaussian first guess departure statistics that pose a
severe challenge for the effective assimilation of cloud-affected satellite observations. Additionally, solar reflectance exhibit a non-linear dependency in the presence of clouds and
hence, the forward operator is non-linear (Fig. 3.3).
Fig. 5.6 shows the first guess and the analysis departures. The corresponding mean
differences and standard deviations are provided in Table 5.1. The departures in each
individual category are clearly non-Gaussian distributed. However, if we consider hits, false
alarm and miss altogether, the PDF of the first guess departure is similar to a Gaussian
distribution in VISCONV. Hence, excluding clear-sky pixels should have an additional
beneficial impact in computing the analysis.
Table 5.1: Summary of mean differences (MD) and standard deviations (STD) of first
guess (FG) and analysis (ANA) departures of the two experiments VISCONV and CONV
and for the different categories: hits (H), false alarm (FA), miss (M) and correctly
negative (CN).
Category
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Figure 5.6: 0.6 µm MSG SEVIRI solar reflectance first guess and analysis departures.
The grey dashed line represents a normal Gaussian PDF N (MDfg ; STDfg ). Corresponding
MD and STD are in table 5.1

5.2.3

Evaluation using conventional observations

Figure 5.7a displays the impact on temperature, wind, relative humidity and surface pressure, evaluated against conventional observations. In CONV, only conventional observations are used to compute the analysis and have more weight compared to the VISCONV
setup. This makes the CONV analysis more confident towards conventional observations.
Overall, the errors in the shown variables are lower than estimated observation errors for
a period in June 2011, using Derozies’s method (Schraff et al., 2016). Furthermore, corresponding error differences between the two setups are comparatively low in temperature
(<0.03 K), surface pressure (< 1Pa), humidity (<0.5 %), and wind (<0.05 m/s). The PI
in the RMSE of wind, surface pressure, and TEMP relative humidity and temperature is
negative, while the SYNOP temperature and relative humidity representation benefits. In
short-term forecasts, the detrimental impact on wind variables is reduced but still present.
The PI in other observations is relatively neutral to slightly positive after one hour of model
integration.
As shown in Fig. 5.7b, the mean differences are comparable in both setups, but reflectance assimilation clearly impacts surface variables. Next, temperature and humidity
at 2m height and the surface pressure are discussed because the first two quantities are in-
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Figure 5.7: Domain and period averaged percentage improvement in root mean
squared error (left) and mean differences (right) evaluated with conventional observations:
AIREP, PILOT, SYNOP and TEMP for all assimilation times t=[0,23] UTC.

Further discussion: surface variables
Clouds strongly interact with solar radiation. Clouds determine heating rates on the earth’s
surface, whereas heating rates influence cloud formation and evolution. Moreover, clouds
cast shadows on the ground and might reduce convection locally through cooling (Jakub
and Mayer, 2015), while the atmosphere becomes more balanced vertically, affecting the
surface pressure field. Additionally, small variations in moisture or temperature in the
boundary layer are critical to whether storms form or not. Such small variations are hardly
observable and even more complex to assimilate as small fluctuations are short living. A
positive impact from solar reflectance assimilation on these variables should be valuable in
predicting subsequent convection.
Temperature and humidity are discussed together as they are linked via the Clausius–Clapeyron relation. In the conventional setup, the simulations are too cold and dry
compared to the observations (Fig. 5.7b), implying a general model shortcoming. The
mean differences are more negative (positive) in VISCONV than in CONV for temperature (humidity). On average, solar reflectance is higher in VISCONV analysis and first
guess and hence, global horizontal irradiance at the surface should be more attenuated.
Therefore, the heating rates at the surface are lower, leading to a lower temperature and
higher relative humidity at 2m height on average. This link between T and RH is also
apparent in their diurnal cycles that show an antisymmetric evolution. At almost all cycling times, the mean absolute errors in the first guess and the analysis of T2m and RH2m
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are lower in VISCONV than in CONV, as the cloud distribution is in better agreement to
observations. Hence, a clear benefit in T2m and RH2m distribution is apparent, indicating
that longer-lasting forecasts, particularly quantities related to convection, might benefit
from solar reflectance assimilation.
The model underestimates surface pressure on average. Furthermore, in short-term
forecasts, the mean pressure decreases relatively fast (≈-0.4 hPa/h). According to DWD
(2021b), this drift was mainly caused by a bias between ICON-EU (BC) and the used
ICON-D2 forecasts (meanwhile, DWD applies an adaptive pressure bias correction). Since
this pressure drift affects both simulations, a comparison should still be fair.
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Figure 5.8: Diurnal cycle in root mean squared error and mean difference evaluated
with conventional SYNOP observations: (a) temperature at 2m height, (b) relative
humidity at 2m height and (c) surface pressure.

The analysis and the first guess errors show quasi no diurnal variation, and the analysis
errors are comparable in both simulations. The error growth during the first hour of
model integration is comparable in both experiments, with a rate often greater than 100 %
indicating a rapid small-scale error growth. However, reflectance assimilation improves the
short-term forecasts. Furthermore, the beneficial impact on the first guess continuously
increases from 5 UTC to 18 UTC. This finding could suggest that the analysis is more
consistent with the model dynamics or that less spurious imbalances are introduced during
the first hour of model integration.

5.3

Evaluation of 24-h forecasts

Sect. 5.2 demonstrated a more realistic representation of solar reflectance in the VISCONV
analyses and short-term forecasts. At the same time, the influence on conventional observations is relatively neutral. Therefore, the next discussed subject is what impact we can
expect in 24-h forecasts.
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(a) INI=0,6,12 & 18 UTC

(b) INI=12 UTC

(c) INI=0 UTC

Figure 5.9: Period mean reduction in root mean squared error (=-1×PI) of VISCONV
vs. CONV from DWD’s standard verification system using SYNOP observations of all
forecast initialisation (a), forecasts initialised at 12 UTC (b) and 0 UTC (c). The average
reduction is computed for the entire ICON-D2 domain in July 2019. The quantities are
wind direction DD and strength FF, surface pressure PS, relative humidity RH2M and
temperature T2m at 2 m height.
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Conventional observations

Figure 5.9 displays the time evolution of 24-h forecasts in RMS error reduction, evaluated
against SYNOP observations, using DWD’s standard verification system. Averaging all
forecast initialisation (0, 6, 12, 18 UTC) exhibits a clear and long-lasting positive impact
through reflectance assimilation, particularly in surface pressure, relative humidity and
temperature in 2 m height.
However, differences are apparent for
different forecast initialisations. For the
forecasts initialised at 12 UTC, the positive impact is more pronounced, while for
those forecasts initialised at 0 UTC, the
influence is relatively neutral. This difference implies that through solar reflectance
assimilation, the prediction of surface variables is clearly enhanced and strengthen
the hypothesis raised in sect. 5.2.3 that the
analysis is either more balanced or more
consistent with model dynamics.
Moreover, relative humidity and temperature prediction in the boundary layer
profit from reflectance assimilation, on
average (Fig. 5.10), while the influence
on upper tropospheric humidity and temperature, evaluated with TEMP observations, is relatively neutral. The impact
is less evident in the evaluation against
wind strength and direction using TEMP
and AIREP observations. The evaluation against TEMP wind strength shows
a negative impact, while a positive impact is present, using AIREP observations.
Vice versa, evaluation of wind direction reveals a positive impact, using TEMP but
negative, using AIREP. This discrepancy
should be addressed in further studies.
(a) TEMP

5.3.2

Cloud distribution

Figure 5.11 comprises the time evolution
of solar reflectance FSS and the related PI
for the 24-h forecasts, initialised at 0, 6,
12 and 18 UTC. The FSS on a relatively
small scale of 24 km and a threshold value
of 0.5 reveals the spatiotemporal accuracy
in predicting relatively thick clouds. Im-

(b) AIREP

Figure 5.10: Average reduction in root mean
squared error (=-1×PI) of VISCONV vs CONV
from DWD’s standard verification system in
TEMP (left) and AIREP (right) observation and
the average of all initialisation (0, 6, 12 and 18
UTC). The average reduction is computed for
the entire ICON-D2 domain in July 2019. The
quantities are wind direction DD and strength
FF, relative humidity RH and temperature.
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proving the cloud distribution in the analysis has a long-lasting impact for up to 24 hours.
Comparison of the CONV FSS at t=1h and VISCONV FSS at later forecast lead
times shows that we gain approximately four hours in forecasting relatively thick clouds
(INI ∈ [06, 12] UTC). We found similar results when using the 95th percentile threshold
(R ≈0.7), i.e., very thick clouds and on smaller scales (12 km) and a threshold value of 0.5.
In both setups, the FSS decreases faster for forecasts initialised at 12 UTC compared to 06
UTC. This faster error growth is related to locally triggered convection. Overall, a clear
positive impact on reflectance forecast is present through reflectance assimilation.
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Figure 5.11: Average (period mean) FSS in 0.6 µm MSG SEVIRI solar reflectance
forecast (scale = 24 km, threshold = 0.5) and percentage improvement in FSS against
forecast lead time in July 2019. The forecasts are initialised at 0, 6, 12 and 18 UTC.

5.3.3

Surface irradiance

Global horizontal irradiance at the surface strongly correlates with solar reflectance at
TOA. GHI is observed at 209 pyranometer stations. Figure 5.12 demonstrates that GHI is
relatively predictable on average, similar to solar power generation forecasts in Germany
(Fig. 1.2). Both setups provide realistic radiation forecasts with correlation coefficient
ρ ∈[0.94,0.95] (calculated with all observation: each station/prediction time entered directly). However, the contours in VISCONV are narrower. This is the first indicator
that the global horizontal irradiance forecast benefits through solar reflectance assimilation. Overall, GHI is overestimated on average (MD ∈ [3,9] W/m2 ) but reduced in VISCONV. This is in accordance to findings in several other studies (e.g. Remund et al., 2008,
Lorenz et al., 2009). Only for the 6 UTC VISCONV simulation GHI is underestimated
(MDVISCONV = -3.1 W/m2 , MDCONV = 3.6 W/m2 ).
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Figure 5.12: Simulated against observed global horizontal irradiance for forecast
initialised at 0, 6, 12 and 18 UTC in July 2019. Dots represent the period and domain
averaged values for different lead times. The contours represent a 2D KDE with levels at
95, 75, 50, 25 and 10% for VISCONV (solid) and CONV (dashed) computed for every
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Fig. 5.13 displays the error evolution in surface global horizontal irradiance forecast.
Here, the normalised mean absolute error is shown in order to fairly compare errors introduced by clouds, particularly during morning and evening ramps. Otherwise, the diurnal
cycle would dominate the error evolution. However, by norming the errors with the observed values, errors introduced by ICON’s 1D-RT scheme (RRTM) become apparent in
early morning and evening hours. The introduced error by neglecting 3D effects in both
setups is equal, and the comparison should still be fair.
Similar to findings in the reflectance forecasts, a clear beneficial impact is found in predicting GHI that is still present the next day. Therefore, reflectance assimilation enhances
the skill in intra-day and day-ahead forecasts, and thus a substantial gain is achieved,
valuable for solar power forecasts. Comparing the PIs after one hour lead time for the 6
and 12 UTC forecasts, an error reduction of about 30 % and 22%, respectively, is apparent.
This difference in PI is probably due to convection initiation, which is non-deterministic,
and thus, random displacement errors in simulated clouds grow faster.
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Figure 5.13: Average (period mean) nMAE in global horizontal irradiance forecast and
percentage improvement in FSS against forecast lead time in July 2019. The forecasts are
initialised at 0, 6, 12 and 18 UTC.

5.3.4

Precipitation

Precipitation and, in particular, heavy precipitation events are primary forecasting aspects
in convective-scale numerical weather prediction. Precipitation forecast can indicate if the
analysis is still consistent with model dynamics and microphysics after the assimilation
of solar reflectance. Moreover, precipitation is the only independent metric, besides 2 m
temperature and relative humidity.
Fig. 5.14 displays the FSS in the precipitation forecast, initialised at 0, 6, 12 and
18 UTC, with a spatial scale of 24 km and a fixed precipitation threshold of 1 mm/h.
The FSS-values are comparatively low because non-precipitating days (means FSS=0) are
considered in the computation, and the window size is relatively small. The results confirm
that reflectance assimilation has a clear and long-lasting beneficial impact in forecasting
moderate precipitation.
Since the impact of the four forecast initialisation is comparable, we can summarise the
four forecast initialisation and compute their average impact to discuss different precipitation thresholds. Fig. 5.15 shows this average impact in FSS, using different thresholds.
This result confirms an overall better forecast performance in observable (≥0.1 mm/h),
moderate (≥1 mm/h) and heavy precipitation (≥5 mm/h and 99th percentile). The 99th
percentile corresponds to the 1 % precipitating pixels with the highest values in the observation and simulation, respectively. A percentile threshold ensures a fair comparison if
simulation or observation is biased. The weakest impact is apparent in the first hour of
model integration and likely caused by spin-up in precipitation formation in NWP-models
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(e.g. Schraff et al., 2016).
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Figure 5.14: Average (period mean) FSS in precipitation forecast (scale = 24 km,
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July 2019. The forecasts are initialised at 0, 6, 12 and 18 UTC.
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Reflectance and solar power error dependency and
reduction

The previous section confirmed that reflectance assimilation has an overall beneficial impact
in forecasting reflectance and global horizontal irradiance for up to 24 h. Solar reflectance at
TOA and surface global horizontal strongly correlate (Fig. 3.5). This section demonstrates
how surface irradiance error depends on TOA solar reflectance error and confirms that
improvements in predicting GHI are related to a better representation of clouds initially
and in the forecast. Afterwards, the gain one could expect in updating a forecast in the
two setups is quantified.
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Figure 5.16: Mean difference error (left) and mean absolute error (right) dependency
in collocated surface global horizontal irradiance (divided by cos(sza)) and 0.6 µm MSG
SEVIRI solar reflectance at pyranometer stations. Forecasts are initiated at 06 and 12
UTC. Each + represents an average of all pyranometer stations inside the evaluation
domain.

Reflectance and surface irradiance forecast error dependency
In order to examine the impact of reflectance assimilation, we only display the 6 and 12
UTC forecasts. Reflectance observations are superobbed around each surface pyranometer station (nearest nine neighbouring satellite pixels) to reduce sampling errors between
satellite observations and surface stations.
Fig. 5.16 displays the dependency of collocated global horizontal irradiance and solar
reflectance errors. It becomes evident that improving the model representation of clouds
improves surface irradiance. The correlation coefficient ρ between these two errors is -0.8
(p-value < 10−100 ). Therefore, a change in reflectance MD of approximately ± 0.01 results
in a global horizontal irradiance MD of ∓ 10 W/m2 , on average. Overall, the reflectance
MD is slightly positive (4.9x10−3 ), whereas GHI MD is negative (-0.7 W/m2 ). Most NWP
models overestimate radiation due to the lack of cloud representation (Mathiesen et al.
(2013) and references therein).
We found a similar but somewhat higher correlation between the mean absolute errors
(ρ=0.9, p-value< 10−200 ). Here, it becomes evident that the errors grow in a quasi-linear
dependency with forecast lead time. The relatively low errors for longer lead times are
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clear-sky days (bottom left corner). If no clouds are present, the errors in global horizontal
irradiance are smaller by their very nature. Once again, these results confirm that improving the (spatiotemporal) representation of reflectance in the analyses and in the forecasts,
using visible satellite observations, enhances radiation forecast.
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Figure 5.17: Period mean gain in global horizontal irradiance forecast through a
forecast update in VISCONV (left) and CONV (right). Comparison of 6 UTC (pinkish)
and 12 UTC (bluish) forecasts (∆t=6h) and vice versa (∆t=18h).

Gain in predicting solar power by updating a forecast
One main challenge regarding solar power prediction is forecast errors in day-ahead forecasts that persist after an intra-day forecast update (Siefert et al., 2017). In order to
examine the impact of reflectance assimilation, errors in the global horizontal irradiance
forecast of the CONV and VISCONV setup are evaluated individually.
This section compares the 12 UTC and the 6 UTC forecast the next day, providing a
time lag of 18 hours. The 6 UTC and 12 UTC forecasts on the same day are compared,
leading to a time lag of six hours. Therefore, the gain in global horizontal irradiance by
updating a forecast becomes apparent. Fig. 5.17 shows the error reduction after updating
a forecast with a time lag of six and 18 hours, respectively. For ∆t=6 h, the error in the
conventional setup is reduced by 8 % at 13 UTC. For a time lag of 18 h (7 UTC), the
reduction is still comparable in CONV. This relatively low gain in the conventional setup
can be linked to an almost saturated cloud and radiation error when the forecasts are
started. In VISCONV, however, the cloud distribution is in better agreement with the
observations initially and in subsequent forecasts. Therefore, solar power prediction could
benefit three times as much (≈ 26 %) for a time lag of six hours (13 UTC) and for a time
lag of 18 h, the error reduction is even close to 40 % (7 UTC).
Hence, a higher update frequency combined with solar reflectance assimilation could
improve solar power prediction using convective-scale numerical weather prediction.
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Sensitivity experiments

Chapter 4 demonstrated that considering aerosols and the main 3D RT effects improves
the agreement between observed and synthetic satellite images. Hence, including 3D RT
and aerosols effects should give an additional benefit. Their influence on the short-term
forecasts and the analysis will be discussed next.

Aerosols, clear-sky peak and calibration factor
Aerosols impact solar reflectance directly (see Sect. 4.3.2) and indirectly, as aerosols serve
as cloud condensation nuclei. The more water droplets in a cloud (with fixed water content), the lower the effective radius and the more radiation is scattered to the satellite
(see Sect. 4.3.3). Additionally, aerosols impact solar power production, especially during
Saharan dust outbreaks (e.g. Köhler et al., 2017, Neher et al., 2019). While the correct
calibration of solar reflectance observation is uncertain, we found a positive influence by
considering aerosols on the stability of the calibration factor during the entire day. Without
aerosols, the calibration factor varies, depending on the position of the sun. Additionally,
the simulated clear-sky signal is more reliable compared to observations. Fig. 5.18 shows
the histograms for 6, 12 and 18 UTC of the observations and the first guess model equivalents as provided by datools and the 3D forward operator. The clear-sky signal’s peaks
and spread are in better agreement with the observations if an AOD of 0.1 for each satellite pixel is assumed. Hence, considering aerosols improve the first guess solar reflectance
distribution and reduces representation error.
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Figure 5.18: Period mean 0.6 µm MSG SEVIRI solar reflectance histograms at 6 (a),
12 (b) and 17 UTC (c) of the first guess from datools and the applied 3D VISOP
operator. In datools, no aerosols are considered. VISOP uses an MFASIS lookup table
with AOD=0.1 that is assumed for each satellite pixel. The calibration factor for
observations is 0.9. The vertical dashed line indicates the reflectance value of the clear-sky
peak at 06 UTC.
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3D vs 1D visible forward operator

bias

::

rmse

A simplified version of the forward operator was applied to the first guess to compute
the analysis in the data assimilation. In this online operator (datools), 3D-RT effects and
snow (online operator) are neglected. Neglecting 3D effects, particularly assuming vertical
columns instead of the slant viewing angle of the satellite, can lead to initially displaced
clouds. This can lead to systematic deviations in solar reflectance and global horizontal
irradiance, particularly during morning and evening times with low sun levels (meaning
high solar zenith angles in the MFASIS framework; see Fig. 2.5). Figure 5.19 comprises

VISCONV

01 July 00UTC

daytime

27 July 23 UTC

Figure 5.19: The first guess RMSE and MD in 0.6 µm MSG SEVIRI solar reflectance
during cycling evaluated using a 1D (datools) and 3D (VISOP) visible operator for the
VISCONV experiment in July 2019.

MD ::

:: MAE

the RMSE and MD of the solar reflectance first guess as provided by the online forward
operator version (datools) and the 3D operator (VISOP). Both operators are applied to
the short-term forecasts. Here, it becomes evident that taking the slant viewing angle and
cloud top inclination into account can further improve the solar reflectance field.
Due to limitations in computational resources, the full 3D forward operator and
REFL deterministic
the forward operator assuming vertical
VISCONV_3D
columns (1D) were applied to compute
VISCONV_1D
0.10
FGbias
the analysis only for a shorter period (17.
FGMAE
ANAbias
July 13 UTC to 20. July 17 UTC).
ANAMAE
0.05
Fig. 5.20 shows the subperiod mean error evolution in solar reflectance at each
0.00
analysis time step. Here, a slight improvement is also apparent in the mean
6 8 10 12 14 16 18
time [UTC]
differences and the mean absolute errors.
This subperiod was predominantly charFigure 5.20: Domain and subperiod (three
acterised by synoptically forced convecdays from 17. to 20 July 2019) mean 0.6 µm MSG tion. For other scenes with locally trigSEVIRI solar reflectance error evolution during
gered convection, the effect should be
cycling in the first guess and the analyses.
more pronounced. Furthermore, a 3D opAssimilation using a 1D and 3D visible operator.
erator version will become more valuable
when model and satellite observation resolutions increase in future.

5.6 Summary
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Summary

In this chapter, visible satellite observations are used to demonstrate their potential in
convective-scale numerical weather prediction. A summer period of four weeks was simulated using two setups of observations to compute the analysis. The first setup uses only
conventional observations, and the second setup incorporates solar reflectance observations
from 6 to 17 UTC. The analyses are computed every hour, and 24-h forecasts are initialised
every six hours at 0, 6, 12 and 18 UTC.
The assimilation of solar reflectance reduces the mean errors substantially in the solar
reflectance analysis at each data assimilation time step. The analyses errors in reflectance
are almost half of the conventional setup because no error reduction is present in the
conventional setup. Adjusting the cloud thickness is the dominant process in reducing
solar reflectance errors. In short-term forecasts, almost no thick clouds are displaced when
visible satellite observations are assimilated, unlike the conventional setup. Moreover,
the first guess departures are almost Gaussian distributed if clear-sky pixels in both the
observation and the first-guess are excluded. Overall, the accuracy of cloud distribution
is in better agreement with the observations in the analysis and the first guess when solar
reflectance is assimilated. If aerosols, the parallax correction and cloud top inclination are
considered in the visible forward operator, potentially, synthetic visible satellite images
can be further improved. Moreover, considering aerosols in the visible forward operator
stabilises the calibration factor of the observations and the clear-sky peak (distribution)
during the day.
The evaluation against conventional observations reveals an almost neutral impact in
the analysis and short-term forecasts. However, model equivalents in the boundary layer
and close to the Earth’s surface are in better agreement with the observations. The evaluation of 24-h forecasts reveals that temperature, relative humidity at 2m height and in the
boundary layer plus surface pressure profit by assimilating solar reflectances. In contrast,
the averaged impact on variables in the middle and upper troposphere is slightly negative
in the 24-h forecasts.
However, by assimilating visible satellite observations, day-ahead and intra-day forecasts of solar reflectance and global horizontal irradiance are improved as errors in both
variables strongly correlate. The positive impact is apparent up to 24 hours lead time.
Moreover, updating a forecast with a time lag of six hours reduces the average error by
26 % and, after 18 hours, by 40 % during the first hour of the comparison. In contrast, using
only conventional observations, the error reductions are comparatively low and approximately 8 % for both time-lags. Last but not least, precipitation forecasts of observable,
moderate and heavy precipitation is slightly improved up to 18 hours.
Overall, representing cloud information in the analysis using visible satellite observations possesses a vast potential for convective-scale numerical weather prediction, particularly for cloud and radiation forecasts.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
Satellite observations provide a crucial source of information for convective-scale numerical
weather prediction with untapped potential for model cloud evaluation and to represent
small-scale cloud structures in the analysis. In the past, the focus in NWP was not necessarily on accurate cloud representation. Model clouds, in particular ice clouds, are often
used to tune the net TOA radiative flux. However, on the convective scale, moisture processes become comparatively more important. Moist physical processes are diabatic and
often occur in regions with thermodynamic instability in the atmosphere. The dilemma
is that the conventional observing system provides limited information about small-scale
cloud processes and distribution. This is where satellite observations come into play. For
the first time, this thesis has demonstrated the potential in using satellite observations
for model cloud evaluation and assimilation using fast and operationally applicable forward operators. The used forward operators generate synthetic satellite images in quasi
real-time.
This thesis examines two approaches employing the recently operational regional ICOND2 model of Deutscher Wetterdienst. First, understanding the model representation clouds
and systematic deviations from a satellite’s point of view for a high impact weather period
of 30 days. Systematic deviations can cause severe issues in data assimilation, introducing
inconsistency between the generated analysis and model (thermo-) dynamics. Second, estimating potentials in assimilating visible satellite observations for convective-scale numerical weather prediction for a multi-week period, characterised by various weather conditions
and different cloud formation processes.
Evaluation of model clouds
Previous studies often compare quantities retrieved from satellite observations to the model
state. However, this thesis performs the comparison in observation space using synthetic
satellite images generated by forward operators. An advantage of this approach is that
errors in synthetic images are easier to characterise than for retrievals. Using visible satellite
images generated by a fast forward operator in this approach is not yet well-established
for evaluation. Hence, sensitivity experiments with modified operator settings reveal the
recently developed forward operator’s uncertainty. The comparison of several perturbed
model simulations and VISOP settings reveals that the operator is accurate and further
emphasises the usefulness of solar channels for model evaluation and improvement.
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The combination of observations in two spectral ranges provides significantly more and
complementary information than the individual channels. Infrared observations provide
information on cloud top height since their signal quickly saturates in the presence of clouds.
This means that infrared observations can only distinguish a comparatively small range in
cloud water path. Moreover, information on water clouds may be obscured by cirrus clouds
above. In contrast, visible channels are less sensitive to ice clouds but can distinguish a
much more extensive cloud water path (liquid and solid) range. The developed approach is
successfully used at DWD to test model changes and to optimise model parameters. This
has already reduced systematic errors in the ice clouds in the ICON model. The developed
approach could also constrain clouds in climate models, as clouds are one of the primary
error sources in climate sensitivity estimates (Solomon et al., 2007).
The combined use of visible and infrared observations is novel. It allows identifying
specific model deficiencies, e.g. too many high cirrus clouds, too weak shallow convection,
deficiencies in the model representation of subgrid clouds, too strong deep convection or too
much production of cloud ice. Several model sensitivity experiments targeted these deficiencies and point towards potential approaches for model improvement. However, solving
these challenging issues will require additional studies, given the number of interacting
processes that contribute to clouds’ formation, modification, and dissipation.
It is of utmost importance to advance the representation of clouds to use cloud-affected
satellite observations in data assimilation more effectively. As the analysis using an LETKF
is a linear combination of an ensemble of 1-h short-term forecasts, systematic biases in
cloud distribution could introduce inconsistency between the analysis and model (thermo) dynamics and, e.g. triggering spurious convection.
Assimilation of visible satellite images
Assimilating visible satellite channels reduces cloud distribution errors substantially in the
analyses and the short term forecasts. In particular, errors in cloud thickness, followed
by false-alarm and miss errors, are reduced. Using findings from the previous experiment,
an advantage of visible over infrared channels becomes apparent in adjusting cloud thickness through their assimilation. The infrared signal is often already saturated for pixels in
which clouds are both observed and simulated. Still, information from an infrared channel
could be helpful to constrain cloud top height or using the near-infrared 1.6 µm channel
that distinguishes between water and ice clouds (Wolters et al., 2008). Furthermore, first
guess departures in solar reflectance are quasi-Gaussian distributed if clear-sky pixels in
both observation and short-term forecasts are excluded (correctly negative). A more sophisticated approach to improve solar reflectance assimilation is to develop an adaptive
error model that is successfully used for infrared channels (e.g. Harnisch et al., 2016, Geer,
2019).
Rapid updates in NWP systems can introduce balance and noise during the first hour
of model integration (Gustafsson et al., 2018). Therefore, it is mandatory to evaluate
temperature, humidity, wind and surface pressure in the analyses and short term forecasts.
Slight improvements are apparent in the analysis and the first guess of 2m temperature and
humidity fields and surface pressure. Indications were found that the thermodynamic state
is improved in the boundary layer while worsened in the middle and upper troposphere.
This finding can partly be attributed to model cloud distribution biases (as the analysis is a
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linear combination) and partly because these observations have simply more weight in the
computation of the analysis in the conventional setup. Moreover, dependent verification
metrics can often be misleading in estimating the impact, as Necker et al. (2018) has shown,
for example. In addition, the errors themselves and hence error differences in temperature,
surface pressure, humidity, and wind are relatively low compared to error differences in
clouds and radiation. There, errors are more likely to occur in the order of some deca- per
cent.
The visible forward operator accounting for the main 3D effects, meaning cloud top
inclination and a parallax correction, is superior to the 1D implementation. Additionally,
taking aerosol optical depth into account stabilise the calibration of solar reflectance observations and improves the (variability of the) clear sky peak during the whole day. In
the standard RT-solver MFASIS of the visible operator, the number of input parameters
is limited due to computational efficiency. Using a neural network-based forward operator
(Scheck, 2021) aerosols could be directly used as input, e.g. from a numerical forecast
that DWD currently develops for mineral dust (PerduS, PermaStrom). This could make
the assimilation of visible satellite observations more effective, as aerosols can be detected
in the solar spectral range and often, Aerosols like from Saharan dust outbreaks severely
impact solar power generation (Bachmann, 2021).
Improvements in cloud-related forecasts
Weather forecast is mostly improved through the assimilation of visible satellite observations. The most considerable positive impact is in predicting the solar reflectance at
TOA and the surface global horizontal irradiance. The positive influence holds up to 24
hours of model integration. Errors in surface irradiance are reduced since these errors
correlate strongly with those in solar reflectance (|ρ| ∈ [0.8, 0.9]). This finding confirms
the vast potential in solar power prediction using NWP by tuning and improving solar
reflectance analysis and forecast. However, there are further potentials in solar power forecast, as errors introduced by the two-stream 1D-radiative transfer scheme often dominate,
particularly during morning and evening hours. Additional solar power forecast skills are
possible using a more sophisticated RT scheme like a TenStream solver (Jakub and Mayer,
2015) accounting for 3D effects, instead of the meanwhile outdated operational two-stream
solver RRTM. In the current operational ICON version, ecRAD (Hogan and Bozzo, 2016)
is implemented, containing three RT-solvers, with a possible account for subgrid 3D radiative effects, cloud inhomogeneity, aerosol optical depths and others (Schäfer et al., 2021).
Global horizontal irradiance forecasts should benefit from this new RT scheme.
Still, by assimilating solar reflectances, surface global horizontal irradiance errors in
day-ahead forecasts are strongly reduced in intraday updates: -40 %, for a time lag of 18 h,
and - 26 % for a time lag of 6 h, during the first hour of the comparison. This finding argues
for more frequent forecast updates (operationally currently every three hours). However,
only if solar reflectance is assimilated (or something similar) because the error reductions
are relatively low and relatively independent of the considered time lags (6 and 18 h) in
the conventional setup. This relatively low gain suggests that solar reflectance and global
horizontal irradiance errors are initially almost saturated.
Finally, there remains precipitation as an independent metric. Assimilation of solar
reflectances enhances the spatio-temporal distribution of precipitation. There is a clear
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positive influence for measurable (rr>0.1 mm/h) and moderate (rr=1 mm/h) precipitation,
as well as for heavy rainfall events (rr>5 mm/h). The positive influence lasts on average
up to 18 hours. Hence, assimilating solar reflectances indicates a more consistent analysis
with the model’s thermodynamics and/or introduces fewer imbalances.
All in all, satellite observations provide valuable information to evaluate, tune, and
assimilate clouds. In future, weather services should exploit this information to improve
cloud-related weather forecasts, predictions of photovoltaics power generation and, last but
not least, enhance the representation of model clouds in climate simulations.

Appendix A
Contribution of journal publications
to this dissertation
This dissertation includes results from a journal article. Table A.1 provides an overview
of the contribution of the article to this dissertation. The table lists all sections that are
based on content from the publication.
Table A.1: Contribution of a journal publication to this dissertation.
Geiss et al. (2021)
Section 1.2
Section 3.1
Section 3.2
Section 3.3
Section 4.1
Section 4.2
Section 4.3
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